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ABSTRACT

This doctoral dissertation provides a succinct compilation of research related to

analysis of stress and displacement in an aluminum alloy automobile rim.  Exhaustively

detailed and elaborately discussed are: (a) measurement of strain on the rim under known

loading conditions, (b) development of finite element models using the ALGOR finite

element system, (c) the influence of opening location and geometry on mechanical

performance of the rim.  Experimental observations are compared with finite element

analysis results.  In particular, experimental strain measurements on a rim under the

influence of a radial load are compared with predictions of an analytical model developed

using ALGOR.  Finite element analysis modeling of rim response under the conjoint

influence of radial load and inflation pressure is critically examined and discussed.  The

influence of optimizing opening geometry so as to induce minimum of stress

concentration is highlighted.  The importance of establishing static loading conditions on

the rim of a run-flat tire for purposes of achieving optimum mechanical performance is

also elucidated.  The role of environment in exacerbating degradation of the metal rim

and its concomitant influence on mechanical response and wheel performance is briefly

discussed.
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The various aspects, both elucidated and discussed at length in this document, have

helped accomplish the objectives of this study on evaluating the conjoint influence of tire

inflation and loads on stress and mechanical response of automobile rims.  Current

automobile rims are primarily designed for conventional air-supporting tires having

standard inflation.  The development and emergence of a spectrum of run-flat tires,

having stiff sidewalls and bead areas has made possible the safe and efficient operation of

a wheel at inflation pressures approaching and even equal to zero.  This has necessitated

the need to conduct a stress analysis on an automobile rim under the influence of various

load conditions.  Possible loading conditions on the metal rim are: (a) pressure due to

inflation, (b) radial loading on the bead seat resulting from the weight of the automobile,

and (c) local bending moments induced on the rim due to an offset.  These are directly

influenced by the width of the rim, as existing run flat tires perform best on the widest

possible rim for a given tire size.  Besides, it is essential to explore options of providing

an opening in the rim, other than those openings provided for the valve, in order to

facilitate the mounting of pressure sensor devices.  Through a combination of carefully

orchestrated and monitored experimental tests and analytical studies, the size, shape and

precise location of the opening was determined.   Results of this study are bound to have

an impact on the design and development of rims for automobiles of the both the near and

distant future.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Automotive wheels have evolved over the decades from early spoke designs of

wood and steel, carryovers from wagon and bicycle technology, to flat steel discs and

finally to the stamped metal configurations and modern cast and forged aluminum alloys

rims of today’s modern vehicles.  Historically, successful designs arrived after years of

experience and extensive field testing.  Since the 1970's several innovative methods of

testing well aided with experimental stress measurements have been initiated [28].  In

recent years, the procedures have been improved by a variety of experimental and

analytical methods for structural analysis (strain gauge and finite element methods).

Within the past 10 years, durability analysis (fatigue life predication) and reliability

methods for dealing with the variations inherent in engineering structure have been

applied to the automotive wheel.

Wheels are clearly safety related components and hence fatigue performance and

the state of stress in the rim under various loading conditions are prime concerns.

Further, wheels continue to receive a considerable amount of attention as part of industry

efforts to reduce weight through material substitution and down gauging.  Although
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wheels are loaded in a complex manner and are highly stressed in the course of their

rolling duty, light weight is one of the prime requirements, hence cast and forged

aluminum alloys are essential in the design.

Light aluminum alloy wheels enjoy a great popularity at present.  For many

consumers, a perceived exclusivity is a predominate factor, and these wheels are even

considered as status symbols.  The necessity to improve fuel consumption has caused

many motor car manufacturers to break new ground in their vehicle design.  Rounded

surfaces have also clearly demonstrated that a smooth outer wheel surface gives a further

reduction in air resistance.  Figure 1 shows car wheel nomenclature used throughout this

investigation.  With all this attention to automotive wheels, the consumer still expects

wheels to be indestructible and highly reliable automotive components.

1.2 Objectives and scope

The objective of this research is to investigate the effects of tire air pressure in

conjunction with the radial load on the stress and displacement in tire rims, through

experimental stress analysis and finite element analysis.  A review of current published

literature will define the scope of the work.  Effects of providing a hole or opening

(square and round geometry's ) placed on the rim to allow radio frequencies to pass will

also be investigated.

Effects of environmental degradation will be investigated through the examination

of published literature and observations of many rims. The scope of the loading analysis

will be limited to the load due to the weight of the car and inflation pressure only.
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Nonlinear contact analysis of the tire / rim interface will not be considered, as well as the

effect of the pressure on the bead seat due to mounting.

Figure 1: Car Wheel Nomenclature
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE PUBLISHED LITERATURE

2.1 Background

Most of the earlier work (1976 -1987) found in this investigation originates from

Japanese manufacturing studies [1, 2].  The earliest published reports span the mid 1970s

and most deal primarily with impact strength and dynamic testing of steel and aluminum

alloy wheels.  Suspension systems were modeled as springs in series, simulating the

automobile spring, tire and wheel to form a system in which dynamic simulation of

impact tests were conducted.  Konishi [1, 2] attempted parametric studies on impact

strength in aluminum wheels.  Typical aluminum alloy wheels of various dimensions

were analyzed.  It was found that impact strength was characterized by rim flange

thickness and spoke rigidity when the rim flange failure occurred.  To prove these trends,

impact tests on forged aluminum alloy wheels were performed, and the effect of disk

thickness on strength was investigated.  Based on these investigations, it was shown that

the rim wall thickness and rib spacing directly effected the bending stiffness.

2.2 Stress analysis

Konishi further examined various metric size rims and compared finite element

analysis using ABAQUS to experimental results with a favorable outcome.  Stress
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concentrations occurred in the spoke area of the rim and cracks began to form in these

areas. Ferreira [3], Woods [17], Mizoguchi [4] and Reipert [5] optimized aluminum alloy

wheel geometry based on impact strength and / or natural frequencies.  Reipert [5] and

Mizoguchi [4] performed a series of finite element analysis on aluminum alloy 5454

using NASTRAN to rationalize the fatigue design.  The performance of the wheel was

evaluated as a function of the rim and disc plate thickness.  The theoretical analysis of the

stress and fatigue life was in good agreement with the result of a rotary corner fatigue test.

In this study, radial loading was assumed to be the function of the cosine of the angle

from the point of contact.  The bending moment introduced as a result of the radial

loading was directly affected by the radius as follows

M q R d� �4 0

0

2

2 2
* cos

/�

� � (2.1)

With q0 is the applied load due to weight, � is the angle from the point load,  the

maximum moment, M, recorded at 980 N-m.  This is the general form of the equation for

a moment induced load.  By constraining the displacement and the rotations around the

bolt holes and assuming the moment is induced at the bead radius, this general equation

was derived from  the cosine form, and is dimensionally correct.  The resulting

compressive circumferential stresses were highest at the point load contact at 98 mPa.

Reference [17] used the NASTRAN finite element system to predict natural frequencies

in a wheel and optimized the wheels geometry based on weight.  Design dictated that the

lowest first mode natural frequency be greater than 230 Hz.  This frequency was obtained
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by adding weight until the natural frequency was reached.  Ferreira [3] modeled a 5” x

13” Kadet rim with eight noded brick elements using the ALGOR finite element system.

Because of the symmetry, only one quarter of the wheel was modeled.  The Von Mises

effective stress was used for checking fatigue.  Forces were taken from actual laboratory

testing of cornering situations to apply loads to the model.  Boundary conditions were

used to represent the forces at symmetry boundaries.  An extremely high margin of safety

was achieved after several design modifications were made to the model.  The final

design which met the minimum life requirements of 2,320,000 cycles, performed

extremely well in the fatigue tests. Noda's [30] Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)

paper was based on optimized weight to reduce fuel consumption in Japanese bus and

truck vehicles, after the oil crisis in 1973.  Noda concluded that aluminum alloy rims for

trucks and buses have realized a weight reduction of about 30%.  Rims are manufactured

by a solid forging process to eliminate the weld interface between rim and disc where

most aluminum alloy rim failures occur.  Noda states that the aluminum alloy rim is

superior to the conventional steel wheels in strength and durability.  Aluminum alloy rims

have excellent wear resistance at the nut seating faces, anticorrosion properties and longer

service life as estimated by the stress frequency distribution.  This research was more

related to manufacturing issues of rims.

Similar investigations by Morita [6, 11], Tanaka [10], Wright [15] and Ishihara

[16] used steel as a source material, to simulate the dynamic effects of rolling, cornering

and braking loads. The first analysis was static which simulated the dead load due to
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automobile weight only.  Dynamic effects were then superimposed onto the static effects.

Morita [6] performed a three-dimensional finite element evaluation and used it as a

rigorous stress evaluation technique for wheels during endurance tests. A determination

method for loads transmitted from the tire onto the rim was also proposed. Using the half

symmetry finite element model, the stress calculated compared well to the actual stress

distributions obtained by experiments.  The characteristic features of the stress variations

have also been investigated.  For example, the existence of three cycles of the stress on

the rim during one rotation of the wheel was established.  From a parametric survey, the

effect of such basic design parameters as disc thickness and rim thickness on the stress

amplitude was also clarified.  These studies are beneficial for the development of new

high performance wheels.  Tanaka’s [10] publication deals with fatigue strength under

cyclic bending moments and radial loads applied during driving.  Fatigue strength of a

steel car road wheel was influenced by the shape of the design.  The critical location for

fatigue crack initiation also varies with the shape.  In [10], a typical shape wheel was

chosen for fatigue tests. Morita [11] elaborated on the induced stress of the wheel under

rotating bending fatigue test or radial loading fatigue test through modeling by using

three-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA).  The deflection, stress distribution and

stress amplitude of the wheel were evaluated.  The calculated results were compared with

stress measured by strain gauge testing.  The comparison of the calculated results and the

measured results was in good agreement.  Moreover, the effect of design parameters such

as the disc thickness, disc hat radius and rim thickness on the stress amplitude was
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studied numerically.  Consequently, the present FEA stress evaluating technique became

a useful and effective tool for designing a new wheel with high performance

characteristics.  Ishihara [16] developed a rigorous quantitative method for evaluating the

induced stress of the automobile rim.  In this study, a stress evaluation technique with

three-dimensional finite element method is developed for an automotive steel road wheel

during radial load fatigue test.  The method of the determination of the load distribution

loaded on the rim was proposed, by  measurements with strain gauges on the rim.

According to the present method, the calculated results with a half symmetry model

compares well with the actual stress distribution. The variation of the stress amplitude

during a rotation of the wheel is obtained from the calculation, and the characteristic

stress variation of the wheel was established.  For example, the three stress cycles at the

rim per rotation, became apparent.  Wide variations in stresses were seen when

comparing the inside of the bead area versus the outside.  The inside bead area stress

could be as much as five times as high as the inside at point of contact with the ground.

Rhinda [71] performed a finite element study, with permission of The Firestone

Tire and Rubber Company, in which he describes the analytical solution of the stress in a

rim section using tetrahedral elements.  Element stiffness matrices are described in an

attempt to determine the differing stress patterns imposed by bias, belted bias, and radial

constructed tires.  The methods described has been thus applied to the rim, but could be

logically extended to the entire wheel without requiring damaging assumptions.  By this
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method of analysis, Rhida, contends that the total required strength, and optimum

distribution of material can be determined.

2.3 Materials and related efforts

Hoemsen [22] focused his efforts on the agricultural wheels, and provided a lot of

insight in design.  Various design alternatives for the agricultural wheels were studied to

determine whether thicker or stronger material was necessary to meet the higher static

service loads.  Different rim materials and sizes were evaluated using finite element

modeling and analysis using the  SUPERTAB and MODEL SOLUTION finite element

modeling and analysis programs.  Three load cases where evaluated.  First, a point load

equivalent to the static rated capacity of the rim was applied to the outer face of the

wheel.  Second, a distributed load equivalent was applied to the lower half of the lug nut

area.  Third, the load applied was the same as the second, but the rim thickness was

varied.  Hoemsen concluded that the high strength material performed best when

compared to the other two materials.  He also recommended that this investigation be

verified by using the SAE radial fatigue test.

Lawerence [74] focused on the material science approach to wheel design

technology. As a Motorwheel employee, in his 1988 publication, the author cited the

historical development of the wheel from materials beginning with wood, the first

documented wheel material and ending with new materials under development such as

tungsten and titanium.  Passenger car wheel test requirements, design characteristics,

finish and manufacturing methods are discussed relative to material changes.
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Reisner [14] describes the application of MSC/ NASTRAN finite element

program to the structural analysis of vehicle wheels and the optimization of wheel designs

for noise, vibration, harshness (NVH) and fatigue related constraints.  Common wheel

designs consideration for both aluminum alloy and steel are discussed including wheel

tests for both fatigue and stiffness.  Techniques for the finite element modeling of wheels

subjected to such loading are described including MSC/NASTRAN cyclic symmetry

capabilities for solid element modeling and plate element modeling of wheels.  The use of

Optimization Process Utility System (OPUS) interfaced with MSC/NASTRAN for

automated design optimization is also described.  Its application to the structural

optimization of cast aluminum alloy wheel using gauge related design variables and both

NVH and fatigue related constraints are described.  Riesner concluded that such

analytical techniques represent a practical approach to the design, structural analysis, and

the optimization of automotive vehicle wheels.

Development of stress and strain analytical methods in rims was first approached

from a railway wheel standpoint, in order to provide fatigue predictions and wheel / rail

interface stresses. Hahn [18] examined the fatigue and fracture of rims subjected to

repeated rolling contact resulting in spalling of rims and rails.  The following areas (1)

contact stresses and strains, (2) crack initiation, (3) the predominantly mode II cyclic

crack growth driving force, and (4) crack growth rate, 
dN

da
K

II
���  measurements were

examined.  The contributions of cyclic hardening and softening, the hydrostatic pressure

and the crack face friction are discussed.  Finally, the extent to which a rim life
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predication was extracted from a fracture mechanics approach.  Esaulov [23] propsed a

method for the design of railway wheels, which is based on the use of the semi -

analytical finite element method. The method accounts for both the forces of contact

interaction between the rail and the wheel.  Some of the automotive rim articles reference

these railway design publications.

2.4 Tire / rim interface

Tseng [8] and Juesette [9] investigated carefully at the tire rim interface under

similar loading conditions.  Juesette also compared the effect of inflation pressure

variations and their effect on the tire / rim interface loading.  Juesette concluded that

reducing inflation pressure in half reduced the imposed stress by half also. During

dynamic rotation the tires footprint region may see high normal contact pressures and in-

plane shear stresses.  The corresponding resultant forces and moments are transferred to

the wheel.  These forces and moments obtained from the simulation of a vehicle in

stationary braking / cornering conditions are then applied to a quasi - static braking /

cornering tire finite element model.  Detailed contact pressure and shear stress

distributions at the tire / rim interface were computed for heavy braking and cornering

maneuvers.

Sherwood [43] used combined analytical and experimental methodology for

obtaining the tire / wheel interface pressures distribution, using the finite element

program ANTWIL which recovers the pressure distribution given the number of

experimental strain measurements on the aircraft wheel.  He further refined his work in
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[44] which demonstrates the non - intrusive methodology for using the experimental

displacement data in conjunction with the finite element method using ADINA to back

calculate the pressure distribution in the aircraft wheel.  The results were a well calibrated

and credible finite element model which can be used to investigate the structural

performance of the wheel.

Walter's [72] prime thrust focused on the tire mounted on a wheel, and how it

applies a variety of loads to the rim over the area of contact at the bead region.  Walter

challenges the reader that the area of interfacial contact at the bead region is appreciable

and is, in fact, significantly larger than the tire footprint area in contact with the road

surface, even for automotive sized tires.  The loads applied on the rim tire interface

produces contact pressure that closely resemble the cosine function as described by other

authors cited.

2.5 Rim testing

Wright [15] and [13] focused solely on testing methods for rims, providing data

on proper loading methods and strain gauge placement to yield accurate results.  Static

and dynamic testing methods were discussed during vehicle braking and cornering.

Wright [15] focused on most current quality control tests based on simple loading

methods on accelerated test loading factors and test lives for passenger car and truck

wheels.  Motorcycle rims were also tested.  Wright’s quality controlled tests methods

addressed the wide divergence of opinions on accelerated load test factors and test lives

for passenger cars and truck wheels, except for the curb swipe impact tests where an
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international standard exists.  Wright's publication was based on Motor Industry Research

Association (MIRA) standards.  MIRA developed British and ISO standards for wheels in

the United Kingdom.  Several good photographs of testing equipment can be seen in this

publication.

Fischer's [76] SAE technical report explains the most important criteria for the

design of cast aluminum wheels.  The basic differences in material behavior of steel and

aluminum are discussed.  Fatigue strength, strain properties, cyclic stress strain behavior,

and crack propagation of rims are explained.  Optimization based on fatigue strength is

considered, from an experimental point of view.  Descriptions of European testing

methods are also discussed in this German publication.  Gruibisic [78] extends Fischers

work [26] to analytical methods in the fatigue section of his document.

2.6 Rim design

In an internal Michelin technical report, Gergele [31] examined the methods

available to reduce the weight of wheels without reducing their fatigue resistance or other

mechanical properties.  Finite element methods based on design optimization have been

developed for six years, using Michelin canned programs and commercial finite element

analysis software.  The basic use for Michelin is to determine the right thickness needed

for a given design of the wheel, and seeking the best design to yield minimum weight of a

wheel, when other parameters are fixed.  The Michelin approach is not original to other

tire manufacturers with the exception of the two following methods.  The first concerns

the limit conditions used to simulate the variable pressure between the tire and the bead
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seat.  No explanation is given in the paper due to an industry trade secret policy.  The

second one is the fatigue stress criteria used to conduct optimization studies.  Michelin’s

criteria involved the maximum principal stress values,  the Tresca or maximum shearing

stress values, the average stresses and the distribution of stresses around the rims

geometry.  Other manufactures simply use the Von Mises yield criterion for evaluation of

the stresses.  Such theoretical developments at Michelin have been followed by hardware

investments.  The result is a tool which allows the stress calculation on all types of

wheels.  Computation time for their canned programs is a few minutes for rims without

ventilation holes to a few hours for the more complex situations.  Today, this system

allows Michelin to obtain good prototypes at the first attempt.  Consideration of steel

manufacturing location (France vs. United States) was also considered, due the variation

in steel composition.

Krause [28] described a method of wheel assembly testing by stress analysis as an

alternative to fatigue testing of wheel components, for evaluating the serviceability of

wheel components, as well as, optimized wheel design.  The results of stress analysis

were compared with material fatigue properties.   The loads applied in this stress analysis

and in the material fatigue testing were derived from stress cumulatives occurring in the

actual vehicle service.  This stress analysis was of the experimental type and was

performed on a specially built slow rolling test bench.  The test loads simulated

maximum service load conditions.  The wheel components used were mounted as

complete wheel assemblies like those used on a vehicle.  The maximum stresses of the
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wheel were then plotted on Haigh diagrams and evaluated in a probability diagram of

what Krause calls efficiency factors.  Materials were fatigued tested on specifically

designed test bars with different simulated service fatigue programs.    All results were

summarized in a catalog of fatigue life curves for various materials and the selected

service stress cumulatives.  Reliability methods were then applied to plot a stress

efficiency factor versus probability of failure.  Wimmer's [29] SAE article, based on

statistical studies, was focused on weight reduction in aluminum alloy and steel wheels.

Weight reduction is only possible if the engineer has a complete knowledge of the

stresses involved.  A statistical analysis was made based on the customer driving habits

and the results were used to define test specifications.  Some interesting statistics were

presented in terms of stress.  Critical automobile components which includes wheels are

required to cover 186, 000 miles with a failure probability of 10e-5 under typical West

German driving conditions consisting of 20% freeway, 48% highway, and 32% urban.

One wheel failure may not occur out of 100,000 wheels running for 186,000 miles!

Wimmer concluded a road wheel can be made 16% lighter by designing a suitable shape

to improve the flux of force and the stress resistance.  He further concluded that changing

from steel to aluminum alloy will reduce weight up to 50%.

In 1983, The Institute of Mechanical Engineers [13] conference proceedings

published 18 papers discussing automotive rim and tire designs and their performance.

Results were presented from a number of tire manufacturing companies (Goodyear,

Michelin, etc.) where tests were conducted to extend tire life and reduce weight in rims.
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Grubisic [20] provided excellent methods for optimal wheel design based on the concept

that sizing of a wheel has to take into account the service stresses as well as the allowable

stresses in different wheel areas.  A short overview of the procedure to determine the

service stresses simulating service loads in the laboratory and a way to determine the

acting and allowable stresses by fatigue testing different wheels areas was presented.  The

traditional wheel tests were found to be limited because no definite relationship to

customer service exists.  A Flat Base Wheel Roll Test Facility for determining wheel

stresses was presented.  Also described in [20] is a new biaxial wheel durability test

machine which provides improved simulation of wheel loading conditions and makes it

possible to test the total wheel in a single procedure.  Ramamurti [24] deals with the static

stress analysis of the web portion of the rim.  Design charts are included giving the stress

and deflection in non-dimensional form.  The theory of elasticity in polar coordinate was

applied to a very simple rim model.  A uniform ring approximated the rim.  The hub

where the bolt circle is assumed to be rigid, and the disc is treated as a round in plane

stress conditions.

Currie [7] focused on rotational geometric symmetry of a pressed wheel modeled

using cyclic symmetry techniques.  A finite element mesh using NASTRAN for one

symmetrical sector of the wheel was used to obtain stress and deformation results for the

entire wheel.  Load intensities on each sector are applied corresponding to different wheel

rotations and as a result, stress versus wheel rotations curves are obtained.  Radial loading

for the wheel was 3214 lbf (14.3 Kn) applied to the wheel at the base of the rim.
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Distribution of the force was a function of the cosine angle about the applied load, and

the loading equation can be expressed as

i

n

1i

i
cos*PP ���

�

(2.2)

This relationship is similar in many papers cited.  The load fell to zero at 90�.

Stresses at the interface of the disc and the rim were the critical area of concern.  At the

point of contact with the ground, the angle of zero, the stress level at the interface of the

disk and rim is in compression.  At about 30� rotation the stress level dropped to zero and

continued in tension and peaking at the 90� angle.  Currie concluded that stress levels and

corresponding stress ranges, in the rim and disk adjacent to the spot welds as a function

of wheel rotation.  Three models for contact between the wheel center and rim were

investigated and the results were sensitive to these contact areas.  Currie's conclusion was

that the wheel geometry adjacent to the spot welds could cause fatigue problems. The

fatigue problem in the rim is due to high radial load, actual amount of contact between

the wheel center and the rim, and the lower strength of the rim steel.  The presence of

initial stresses due to heating and cooling of the weld metal and surroundings could

amplify these problems. The pressing processes for forged rims was also discussed.

2.7 Rim fatigue

Landgraf [25] studied fatigue performance using a finite element model in which

the stress amplitude was related to the moment by the following relation

S M t
a
�

�

0153
1 4

. * *
. (2.3)
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where t is the rim thickness and M is the moment.  He also applied plasticity methods to

the rim, by using the Neuber procedure for applying a plasticity correction to elastic

analysis. By using analytical and experimental approach, the understanding of wheel

fatigue performance under laboratory and simulated service conditions was examined by

Landgraf.  Finite element modeling developed the relationship between bending moments

applied to the wheel during cornering maneuvers and peak stress excursions in the disk

area of the rim.  Lastly, reliability design methods were employed to evaluate the effects

of variations in wheel geometry , material properties, and service loading on the expected

fatigue performance of a fleet of vehicles in service conditions.  This approach is similar

in nature to Krause [28].  These approaches provided failure probability information

based on measured or estimated variations in design parameters and is particularly

relevant to quality and warranty issues.

Hahn's paper [18] was the key to applying theory of elasticity to analysis of rolling

contact fatigue and fracture.  This paper yields the formulation of the cosine function

radial load.  The load relation was derived from Hertzian contact theory.  In- depth

discussions on permanent deformation were discussed along with measurements of cyclic

hardening and softening of the rims.

Run flat rim design (also called extended mobility tire (EMT)) was investigated in

Kind’s Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company publication [19] that expounds on the

development of a new rim, providing run flat potential and increase safety in case of

sudden air loss.  Extensive testing has proven that the new asymmetric hump rim
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provides increased safety against bead dislodgment.  It therefore allows a better vehicle

control in case of air loss and fulfills the first requirement of run flat tire development.

The main advantage of the new rim system seems to lie in the fact that it accepts standard

tires of all brands.  This leaves the car owner with a choice of tires.  The experimental rim

was thoroughly tested prior to introduction.  Testing included roll off, rapid deflation both

straight and in a curve and bead dislodgment performance in the run flat mode according

to various industry standards.  In summary, 60 tests were run on 18 cars in 14 different

sizes.  Test results prove that the concept meet the targets of improved bead retention,

limited run flat capability and improved vehicle control in case of sudden air loss.

2.8 Environmental effects

A search for environmental effects on aluminum alloy rims, yielded no papers on

the relationship between stress and corrosion.  Many papers were written on the effects of

filiform corrosion of aluminum alloy wheels.  Plummer [21] presented the correlation’s

of accelerated corrosion with clear coat paint composition, ultra violet absorption of the

paint and the microstructure of the Al/Cr conversion coat/clear coat interface. Various

aluminum alloy wheels were investigated.  The results suggest that to produce aluminum

alloy wheels with enhanced protection, the Cr conversion coating process must be

controlled and the UV absorption has no influence on corrosion.  The search was then

widened to look for previous papers regarding finite element analysis of the corrosion of

aluminum alloy that could be applied to this dissertation.  Bayoumi [27] studied the

effects on corrosion in a cyclic bending fatigue situation, which was close to the same
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phenomenon that an aluminum alloy rim may encounter.  Bayoumi indicated that pitting

plays an important role during the cyclic bending situation, which results in the corrosion

fatigue process.  Stress analysis for dog bone specimens under different alternating

stresses and for various pitting intensity (number of pits) and pitting depth conditions was

made using the finite element technique.   The NISA-II linear static analysis program was

used and stress contours were obtained for principal stresses and failure stresses.  Results

seem to indicate that the principal and failure stresses increase with pitting condition.

The size of the pit has no effect on the developed stresses.  It was interesting to note that

the maximum stress condition occurred with one pit, and increasing the number of pits to

five induced a slight decrease in the developed stresses.  The size of pit depth does not

have much effect.  A polynomial function has been obtained to relate the developed

stresses to the number of pits and pit depth.  This may be used to model the aluminum

alloy rim.

The effects of selected alloy constituents was studied by Courval [34].  In his

study, the effect of filioform corrosion behavior of copper and iron were closely

monitored in great detail. Apart from filiform corrosion on painted aluminum alloy

samples, the corresponding corrosion of unpainted samples was also evaluated to

determine whether or not the same effects of alloy constituents on filiform performance

were observed on more general corrosion behavior, such as pitting.  Painted and

unpainted samples were tested.  Testing consisted of 6 hours of exposure to copper

acidified salt spray followed by four weeks at 60� C, 85% relative humidity.  After
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corrosion testing, the unpainted samples were cleaned using the ASTM G1 procedure to

remove corrosion products.   The results show that the corrosion behavior of unpainted

specimens in terms of maximum pit depth exhibits the same general trends as filiform

corrosion of painted samples.

Graves [35] focused on major automobile manufacturers seeking ways to improve

the corrosion resistance of wheels while maintaining their decorative qualities.  Dayton

Alloy Wheels together with Enthone-OMI developed a process that could provide

corrosion resistance while maintaining decorative properties.  They found one quarter to

one half of the electrolyses nickel under decorative finish provided the best protection

over the entire aluminum alloy wheel.  They believe that the nickel forms a chemical

bond with aluminum alloy, not just interlocking materials.  Because of this, there are no

gaps between the wheel and the aluminum alloy, which could cause the peeling.

Coyle [45] addressed the problems associated with maintaining the wheel's

appearance and corrosion protection.  The various options in wheel coatings are

described, as well as, the adverse wheel environment.  Finally, the variables affecting

wheel corrosion resistance are explained in addition to testing to evaluate the

performance characteristics of the wheel coating.

Ahuja [50] focused on providing an understanding of the anodic processes used in

aircraft wheel and brake components, that form the basis for corrosion resistance of

aluminum alloys, in potentially corrosive environments. Design, processing and history of

aircraft wheels are discussed in this three page document.
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The causes of corrosion fatigue failure of the main wheel flange of a transport

aircraft during taxiing was investigated by Elshawesh [51].  The investigation revealed

that the main rim flange failure was due to fatigue initiated from pits at the surface and

propagated as a result of cyclic stress resulting in tire pressure loss.
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CHAPTER III

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS: EXAMINATION OF LINEAR EFFECTS

3.1 Theoretical considerations

Aluminum alloy A356 used in the rim, exhibits a well defined elastic range under

the condition of uniaxial normal stress.  In the elastic range with the normal stress acting

in the x direction, the stress - strain relationship known as Hookes law for uniaxial case

is:

� �
x x

E� (3.1)

The constant E is the modulus of elasticity or Youngs modulus. For aluminum alloy A356

wheel E = 68 Gpa.

There are two approaches that can be used for determining the three dimensional

stress strain relations, the mathematical approach and the empirical approach, the latter

being guided by experimental evidence.  In the mathematical approach, with the given

stress and strain components, �x, �y, �z, 
xy, 
xz, 
yz and 	x , 	y , 	z, �xy, �xz, �yz.the relation

between the stress and strain components is expressed by the linear generalized Hookes

law:
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� � � � � � �x x y z xy yz zxC C C C C C� � � � � �11 12 13 14 15 16

� � � � � � �y x y z xy yz zxC C C C C C� � � � � �21 22 23 24 25 26

� � � � � � �z x y z xy yz zxC C C C C C� � � � � �31 32 33 34 35 36

� � � � � � �xy x y z xy yz zxC C C C C C� � � � � �41 42 43 44 45 46

� � � � � � �yz x y z xy yz zxC C C C C C� � � � � �51 52 53 54 55 56

� � � � � � �zx x y z xy yz zxC C C C C C� � � � � �61 62 63 64 65 66

Each stress component may also be expressed as a linear combination of the strain

components, in which case another 21 constants will be present in the equations.  The set

above is the logical generalization of Hookes law, that is we assume that each stress

components is a linear function of all the strain components.  The coefficients C11..C66

represents material property, which are functions only of the material for which the

equations are written.  If we assume an isotropic material, the constants must be the same

for an orthogonal coordinate system of any orientation at a point in question.

Given elements under a triaxial state of stress, for an isotropic material, many of the 21

coefficients are zero and that remaining ones may be represented by two independent

coefficients.  For a homogenous material, each of these coefficients has the same values

on all points in the rim.

The stress strain relations, assuming small strain is an important aspect to this

analysis and the reader should reference Sokolnikoff [79] for derivation of Hookes law.

(3.2)
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The rim is made of aluminum, which is a ductile material, both the principal stress

values and the Von Mises will be used in reporting stress results, as well as

displacements.  In a three-dimensional state of stress, the three principal stresses are given

as the roots of the following equation:

� � � �
� � 02 2

xyz

2

xzy

2

zyxzyxzxyzyx

2

zy

2

xz

2

xyzxyzyx

2

zyx

3

�����������������

�������������������������
(3.3)

Knowing the state of stress at a given point, one can calculate the three principal stresses.

For example, at node 205 of the model, which corresponds to the point of contact (0�) at

the inboard bead seat, The ALGOR finite element program yields a maximum principal

stress of 11155 kPa, and also the displayed stress tensor components are

kPa 1836 

kPa 0

kPa 1420

kPa 8011

kPa 11155

yz

xyxz

z

y

x

��

����

��

��

��

The resulting cubic equation is:

018791165141642227220587
23

������� (3.4)

Solving Equation 3.4, the principal stresses are given by:

19.943  06.8488   11156
321
������

Expressing the Von Mises stress in terms of the principal stress:

� � � � � �� �2
13

2

32

2

21vm

2

1
������������� (3.5)

or the Von Mises stress for a general state of stress is expressed as:
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We now proceed to derive the constitutive equations for the hexahedral element.

Using Lagrangian interpolation functions, the shape functions for a three dimensional

hexahedral element is given as follows

� �� �� � 8  to1ifor   111
8

1
N

iiii
����������� (3.7)

The nodal displacement, r, in vector form is defined as:

� �
241
rrr �� (3.8)

with r1 ... r24 represent 24 displacement components at the nodes Also, the use of shape

functions Ni to define the displacements (u,v,and w) equations in terms of the shape

function and nodal displacements are given as follows:

2486231

2385221

2284211

rNrNrNw

rNrNrNv

rNrNrNu
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����

����

�

�

�

(3.9)

and in matrix form;

Nru � (3.10)

where;

�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�

�

�

�

821

821

821

N...00N00N00

0N...00N00N0

00N...00N00N

N (3.11)

is a 3 x 24 matrix.  Expressing in terms of nodal coordinates,
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882211
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(3.12)

The derivatives of the function in x, y, z coordinate in terms of its derivatives in �, � and

� coordinates.  A function f = f(x,y,z) can be considered as functions of �, �and �, . That

is the local element coordinate system can be related to the global coordinate system

explicitly as:

f = f[x(�, �, �), y(�, �, �), z(�, �, �)] (3.13)

using the chain rule
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In matrix form
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Where J, the Jacobian is defined as
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Now, the strain displacement relations is:
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if f � u then, 
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similarly, 
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and 
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then the strain
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or ��� *A then from Equation 3.20,  � = Gr, then

AGBlet  and AGr ���

The strain – displacement relations is given by

Bq�� (3.22)

The element stiffness is defined as:

(3.21)
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3.2 Finite element models and boundary conditions

As shown in Figure 6, two hexahedral elements span the thickness on the thin rim

section. In order to validate the number of elements required through the thickness of the

rim, a simple cantilever beam was analyzed to see the effect of the number of elements

through the thickness. The 20 cm long beam was divided into 8 elements along its length

and had a square cross section of 10 mm.  The beam thickness is 10 mm.  The number of

elements through the thickness varied from one, two and three, yielding an aspect ratio of

2, 1, and 0.66 respectively.  Table 1 below summarizes the results of the study.

Table 1: Effect of number of elements through the thickness

Beam Theory One element Two Elements Three Elements

Displacement 5.47mm 5.09 5.1003 5.109

�% 0% -5.06% -4.960% -4.82%

Figure 2 reflects the results of the cantilever beam bending and the effects of varying the

number of elements through the beam thickness.  The maximum displacement of the

cantilever beam  was determined analytically by using standard strength of materials

beam formulas.  As shown in Figure 2, the two element thick beam and the one element

thick beam is nearly identical.  The finite element model has two elements through the
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thickness resulting in less that 5% error when compared to the beam theory deflections.

The meshed rim model can be considered valid for the two-element mesh.

Figure 2 :Affect of Element thickness on displacement
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A three dimensional finite element stress analysis of aluminum car road wheels

involves complicated geometry.  In order to optimize computer run time, four models

were chosen for the analysis, as shown in Figures 3 through 7.  The first finite element

model of the rim section used axisymmetric elements, as depicted in Figure 3. This 1701

noded triangular axis symmetric model (the load symmetry about the z axis) with radial

coordinate are defines along the Y axis as shown in Figure 4. The axisymmetric model

ran almost instantaneously on a standard Pentium PC.  The two-dimensional model was

exposed to varying air inflation pressure. Finite element results compared with [12]

showed good agreement.  In the case of the axis symmetric element model, the radial load

could not accurately be included, as itself is not axis symmetric.
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Figure 3: Axisymmetric Finite Element Analysis Model
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Figure 4: Axis symmetric element

Figure 5: 1/2 Hexahedral Symmetry Finite Element Analysis Model
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Figure 6: 1/4 Hexahedral Finite Element Analysis Model

Figure 7: The Finite Element Model
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Also, results of the axisymmentric model were used to compare results obtained with the

¼ symmetry, ½ symmetry and full three dimensional models.

The three dimensional models all used hexahedral or brick elements (Figure 8)

and wedge elements ( Figure 9 ).  These elements are allowed three translations only, so

all rotations are ignored.  The full finite element model consists of 32,059 solid elements ,

18,021 nodes and 432,504 degrees of freedom and is shown in Figure 7.  In addition to

the 5967 eight noded brick elements, 16, 153 four noded tetrahedrons, 6319 five noded

pyramids, and 3620 six noded wedge elements are used for the full finite element model.

Generation times for the brick element mesh model took 31 minutes.  The rim was

constrained from rotation and translation at the bearing opening and the bolt circle.

Computer processing time grew to nearly two hours to complete a standard run.  For this

reason, the ½ and ¼ symmetry model was also used for the finite element rim analysis.

The ¼ symmetry model contained 10,449 nodes, 15,514 elements (31,347 dof) and was

used to validate the boundary conditions before running the full finite element model

This model is shown in Figure 6.  The half symmetry model consisted of 12,289

elements, 8002 nodes, and 192,048 dof. This model is shown in Figure 5.  Results of

symmetry can be seen in Figure 10.  In this figure, the full and half models were nearly

exact, whereas the quarter model deviated slightly due to the unsymmetrical radial

loading.  Obtaining and building models based on pressure loading was extremely

difficult using both the ALGOR and ABAQUS finite element software.
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The half symmetry model yielded about half the number of elements when

compared to the full model, resulting in about one quarter the processing time.  Applying

proper boundary conditions to both symmetry models was the key to the symmetry

analysis.  Essentially, for the loading application, one translation fixed normal to cut

section and the other two rotations fixed at each node interface is the proper boundary

condition for symmetry.

The inflation pressure needed to be applied only to one face of the rim portion of

the hexahedral model.  This became a problem when applying pressure to the rim face in

ALGOR.  For a brick element, the face colored red obtains the pressure properties for that

element.  Thermal loads and gravity can also be applied using this method.  If two

opposing surfaces have the same color, pressure face magnitudes are equal and opposite

and cancel each other.  It was vital to utilize layering techniques to ease the burden in

modeling this complex geometry.  Exact loading and boundary conditions were applied in

ALGOR and using the ALGOR Houdini module, to create a ABAQUS input file which

included the above boundary conditions and loading
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Figure 8: Hexahedral or Brick Element

Figure 9: Wedge Element
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Figure 10: Symmetry Comparisons at the Inboard Bead seat
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3.2.1 Material selection and its influence on run flat rim design

Inherently in rim design, a lightweight cast material with good fatigue properties

is desired.  Aluminum Alloy A356 was chosen in this study.  The material properties used

for aluminum alloy A356 - T6 is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Cast aluminum alloy A356 properties

Nominal Chemical Compsiton Mechanical Properties in Tension

Silicon (Si) - 6.5 - 7.5% Youngs Modulus - 6.895 Gpa (10e6 psi)

Copper (Cu) - 0.10% Yield Strength - 20.7 Mpa (30,000 psi)

Magnesium (Mn) - 0.30 - 0.45% Poissons ratio - 0.32

Maganese (Mg) - 0.05% Ultimate strength - 25.795 Mpa (40 ksi)

Zinc (Zn) - 0.05% max Hardness (BHN) - 75

Titanium (Ti) - 0.20% max Elongation 6% in 2 inch gauge length

Others each - 0.05%

Others Total - 0.15%

The rim is cast then forged into its basic shape.  The rim is then machined to

critical specification with cast dimension accurate to �0.8 mm and machined tolerances

of �.3 mm.  In this application, the wheel was chromed and corrosion protection painted

with Morton #ACM-4108 at 17.5 microns minimum.  The material specified by the

manufacturer indicates a minimum yield strength, elongation and tensile strength to meet
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Ford motor company specification F3LC-1007-BA for A356 aluminum alloy at 448 kPa

cold inflation pressure. The rim must be able to pass the loaded rolling fatigue test at 16

Kn � 444 N for 1,000,000 cycles.  The rim must be able to pass the moment rolling

fatigue test 3275 � 2.24 N-m for 1,000,000 cycles using P225/60R16 test tire.  These

conditions exceed SAE specifications, in all aspects of loading.

Influences of elastic modulus, Poisson ratio and density are the only variables that

can be changed in the linear stress analysis.  Common variations in rim materials such as

hardness rating and effects of finish and protective coatings cannot be modeled using the

software.  It should be noted that cast, wrought and forged methods of manufacturing can

greatly influence microstructure, such as grain size, strength and durability of the rim

under cyclic fatigue loading.

From a general point of view, design optimization and good choice of aluminum

alloys, are the only two possibilities of reducing weight of wheels. With proper design

optimization, rims can be thought of as a dynamic system that may serve as vibration

dampers in the automobile.

To apply these ideas to a rim in question, two critical rim areas need to be

examined, namely the bead seats and the well area.  It may be desirable to include, as part

of the rim, the bearing housing and race. In this case the bolt circle area of the rim needs

some attention as well.  Once we understand the state of stress, strain and displacement in

the rim, we can begin to understand where key design modifications can take place.  The

most important aspect in design is to keep the tire secure to the rim.  In this consideration,
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we must discuss bead retention designs.  Bead retention testing gives some clear

indication of the conditions under which the bead seat dislodgment may occur.  The

presence of high lateral forces usually due to cornering on a high friction surface with a

high radial load , will cause dislodgment of the tire.  The result is rotation of the tire bead

seat rather than a pure translation.  Any tire wheel system designed to run after complete

deflation, needs to ensure bead retention if mobility is to be maintained. Once the bead

has lost contact with the wheel rim it is impossible to generate continuous control forces.

Some systems utilizing internal support mechanisms (ie internal structure to keep the tire

from riding flat) which are incapable of transmitting torque once the tire bead seat

becomes dislodged, since the tire can act like a bearing which remains static while the

wheel assembly rotates.  In the event of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company's run flat

tire, alternative systems of bead retention have been studied.

It would be desirable to describe a rim whose profile can be described

mathematically.  Given experimental data, the seat profiles which give maximum

retention force can be estimated. Knowing the seat profile our finite element analysis

model forces can be related to dislodgment of the bead seat.

Improvements in rim design are limited due to the fact that rims must fit many

varieties of tires. Tires must be easy to mount and dismount from the rim.  This means

only minor changes in tolerance and materials in flange weight and well depth can be

considered.  Essentially the bead seat profile must remain unchanged. Attempts to

improve bead retention by increasing hump height will almost certainly result in bead
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breakage in service operation, since the mean hump diameter will exceed the nominal

bead seat diameter.

3.3 Mesh convergence study.

In order to determine the proper mesh of a ACIS wireframe model, some steps

need to be taken to ensure the model is completely closed, so all surfaces match, often

called water tight.  A surface mesh was first produced from the surface model, and then

refined to produce elements with proper aspect ratios.  This methodology will ensure the

model does not contain abrupt changes in stiffness, which will cause warnings and slow

down the convergence of the analysis.  The problem encountered in all true solid models

are treatment of sharp corners and radii.  The automatic mesh generation capabilities tries

to create a very tight mesh in these areas. If a solid hexahedral mesh cannot be accurately

modeled with the default element size, the software reduces the mesh size by 10% and re-

attempts the solid hexahedral mesh generation.  The default mesh size produced over

25,000 elements, which contained abrupt stiffness changes, and three bad elements of

zero volume.  The next refined attempt produced approximately 32,000 elements and was

successful.  A preliminary stiffness check showed that some elements aspect ratio was

close to 5, which is the upper limit of good grid generation.  Approximately 1½ hours

were needed to generate the mesh and another 1 ½ hours of analysis time.

The surface mesh was now generated to produce the finest mesh available.  This

was 1% of the default mesh size produced by the ALGOR finite element software.  This
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resulted in a surface and solid element mesh of over 154,100 elements and resulted in

many hours to construct.  Analysis was very slow and the resulting model was an

impractical example of mesh convergence.

3.3.1 Overview of loading methods.

Presented here are several methodologies for modeling the effect of the vehicle

weight as it is transferred to the rim.  Methods explained are referenced in the published

literature and analogies taken from thick ring theory in stress analysis in the development

of loadings on links and eye-bars.  As stated, the modeling of the tire on the rim is

extremely complex and involves both non linear analysis (tire portion) coupled with

linear static stress analysis (rim).  The interface of the two components would be achieved

by the use of gap or contact elements.  This work has been done at The Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Company.  Results indicate that the loading shape is in the form of a cosine

function about a central angle of approximately 30� from either side of the point of

contact with the ground.

Others assumed this 30� angle is developed from the contact patch geometry of

the tire.  Meaning that when the tire is loaded there is flat spot at the point of contact with

the ground, this is the so called contact patch, and the length of this patch is then

converted to an equivalent angle swept by the bead seat area in contact with the rim.  At

the other end, the bead seat areas tend to be pulled away from the rim, so no loading is

present in the areas or is considered negligible.
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Finally a method proposed assumes the area in contact with the rim spans half of

the tire or 90� symmetrical about the point of loading.  The loading method is similar to a

cylindrical bar in a clevis, assuming no gap exists.  This method is coined the eye-bar

loading method.  All methods are explained below.

3.3.2 Eye-bar analogy

Lets compare a round rod in an eye bar under an equilibrium of forces as shown in

Figure 11, based on reference [70].

Figure 11: Eye-bar loading
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In this figure, r, is the radius of the hole, W is the load imparted, � is the angle and qmax is

the maximum point load.  The horizontal components of q are in balance with each other.

The vertical forces can be related to the external load, W which is expressed as follows:

�

�

���

2

0

dcos*qr*2W (3.24)

By defining q = qmax*cos � and substituting into the above equation,
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integrating yields
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or

r*

W*2
q

max

�

� (3.28)

qmax is in unit load N/mm and r is the radius of the bead seat.  Normally this radius is

assumed to be nearly equal to the pin radius.  Dividing by qmax by its width of the eye-bar
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cross section gives the compressive stress based on the above model. With W = 3113 N

and r = 202 mm.

mm

N
81.9

202*

3113*2
q

max
�

�

� (3.29)

Dividing qmax by the bead seat width, b=19.8 mm yields the compressive pressure load on

the seat.  In this application , the calculated result is 1657 kPa.

3.3.3 Analysis under radial load

The total weight of a car is balanced with a vertical reaction force from the road

through the tire.  This load constantly compresses the wheel radially.  While the car is

running, the radial load becomes a cyclic load with the rotation of the wheel.  Hence, the

evaluation of wheel fatigue strength under radial load is an important performance

characteristic for structural integrity.  According to the SAE specification, a wheel

should maintain structural integrity without any cracks or plastic deformation for more

than 4 x 10
9
 rotations under a radial load.  The radial load, Q, is expressed by:

W*SQ
r

� (3.30)

where, Sr means acceleration test factor (Sr = 2.2) and W means maximum tire load.  For

this application W=7157 N, thus Q = 15745 N.

Under a radial load, the strength of the rim usually determines the fatigue life of a

wheel, so the stress evaluation is mainly focused on the radial load.  In this analysis, the
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contact condition between the disc spoke flange and the rim well is assumed to be tightly

closed.  The contact area is modeled by one element with the summed thickness of the

disc and the rim.

In an actual wheel, since a radial load is applied to the wheel on the bead seats

with the tire, the distributed pressure is loaded directly on the bead seats of the model.

The pressure is assumed to have a cosine function distribution mode within a central

angle of 40� in a circumferential direction as shown in Figure 12.  By using the cosine

function accordingly, the distributed pressure, Wr,  is given by the following equation:
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The total radial load W is calculated by using Equation 3.31 as follows.
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Substituting Equation 3.31 into Equation 3.32 yields
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Integrating,
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or solving for W0
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0b

0

*4*r*b

*W
W

�

�
� (3.36)

With b=19.8 mm, W=10.4 kN , rb=202 mm, yields W0 = 2045 kPa.

where, rb is the radius of the bead seats and b is the total width of the bead seats.  In this

analysis, the total radial load W = 15745 N is applied to the model, and the magnitude of

the load is the same as applied to the actual wheel during strain measurements.

Figure 12: Radial Loading Schematic

The above derivation assume that loads are vertical in nature.  However true

pressure loading is always applied normal to the surface of the bead seat, so a horizontal

and vertical vector components need to be accounted for.  Thus, we will revise equation

3.31 accordingly.  To account for this component loading let:

n̂)(pf ��� (3.37)

using equation 3.31, and modified to account for horizontal components yields
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Now equation 3.33 is modified to yield the integral
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Upon integration we get
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and solving for W0 yields
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22
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� (3.41)

However when one compares equation 3.41 to equation 3.36, the horizontal vector

components only increase the pressure by <5%.  So the accuracy of the entire model is

not greatly effected.

In this stress measurement experiment, the wheel is assembled with a Goodyear

Eagle aqua steel tire (P22560R16) which is inflated to a pressure of 241 kPa, and pressed

against a flat plate with a load of 3113N. Strain gauges are attached to the wheel in

circumferential direction.  The central angle 0� of the pressure distribution is 80 degrees,

which is determined from previous researchers [16] distribution of the rim flange.

Pressure is applied to two bead seats on the inboard side and the outboard side. In

detail, half of the pressure on the inboard side is applied to the inboard rim flange, and the
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other half is applied to the inboard bead seat. The reason for this is that the inboard rim

flange deflects easily due to the long inboard rim leg, and so it is susceptible to loading

from the tire. The loading condition described above is determined from a comparison

between the measured stress of the rim and the calculated stress under some tentative

loading conditions.

The optimum dividing ratio of the applied load on the bead seat versus the applied

load on the rim flange is thought to vary according to the contact condition between the

tire and the rim. This, in turn, is affected by such factors as tire type (bias or radial), the

tire air pressure, the reinforcement structure of the tire and the type of the rim [22].  In

actual modeling the locations along the circumference were identified as element

numbers (node numbers) and corresponding angle.  A spreadsheet was used to calculate

the required pressure on each element as a function of its angular location. Pressure

components were determined then manually inputted into the FE software.

3.3.4 Contact patch method

The 40� angular loading condition was chosen based on previous literature, which

was determined by strain gauge experiments or some researchers assuming the angle from

the contact patch area.  Using the idea of the contact patch width, the area of contact over

the bead seats is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Contact Patch Schematic

This may not be valid for the run flat tire due to its stiff side walls, which would

reduce the contact patch area.  According to the manufacturer, an run flat tire deflects

about 12 mm for every 4448 newtons of force. The P22560R16 tire under the load of

10.45 kN should deflect 29.71 mm.  This is in good agreement with the experimental

tests that predicted 8.9 mm at 3113 N load.  For a corresponding height of 29.71 mm and

based on a tire diameter of 663 mm, the angle ,�, swept out 48 degrees.  The calculation

were based on segments of a circle geometry.  This analysis however did not prove to be

entirely accurate and was later found to be almost 90�.  This can be rationalized, because

of the additional strength needed in the bead seat area of the tire.
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3.3.5 Fourier series expansion of the contact patch loading

The data interpreted from the tire rim interface data presented earlier, roughly

represents a cosine function.  Closer examination of the graphed data indicated that this

roughly periodic shape could interpolated by using trigonometric functions. One must

know the half period of the function, in this case 40� or .222� (.698 radian). It should be

also noted that the function is even so the sine terms of the Fourier series expansion is not

required.  The Fourier theorem states:
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where L is the half the period. an are the series coefficients which can be determined from
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for n=0,1,2..... for discrete data, one utilizes the fast Fourier transform to determine the

coefficients an.

MathCAD 8's Fast Fourier transform was used over the 40� period. For the 17

data points on the Y axis the following coefficients were returned in vector format as
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The coefficient were implemented into Equation 3.42, normalized and plotted out in

Figure 14.

Figure 14: Fourier Series expansion using five terms
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3.3.6 Polynomial interpolation of the contact patch loading

Tire and rim data extracted from a non linear finite element analysis, as plotted in

Figure 92, was fit to a forth order polynomial which could easily be implemented into the

software. The resulting interpolation polynomial used is

399.2x)3e287.1(x)7e484.4()x(y 24 ������ (3.45)

Where x is the circumferential angle in degrees, y is the pressure in kPa.  The data is

plotted against the actual data in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Polynomial Interpolation versus real radial load pressure data

The polynomial, and Fourier series expansion was used to apply the radial load in

the finite element model.  Loading conditions describe a 10.45 kN radial load at full

inflation (241 kPa), with results shown in Figure 16 for Von Mises stress.  Generally the
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the loading curves, did not drastically effect the overall results and the state of stress in

the rim.  The polynomial fitted data results in a much narrow loading, so that when the

angle approaches 40� the loading slope approaches zero. Figure 16 depicts a high stress

state at the point of loading, gradually declining as the angles increase.   The widest

variation in stress is around the 40� angle.  At this steep slope a 60% change of stress is

noted.  However, relatively, the stress difference can be made by comparing the

differences normal to this curve.  In this case, the stress difference maybe low as 50 kPa

(7 psi).  Overall the state of stress is nearly the same, with variations that exist between

10 -45� circumferential angle.  The Fourier method resulted in a higher state of stress

throughout the entire circumference.
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Figure 16: A comparison of the Eye-bar loading method to the Fourier function loading

method for the Von Mises stress
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Figure 17: A comparison of the Eye-bar loading method to the Fourier function method

for the Principal Stress
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negative (-) or compressive in nature for angle less than 90�.  For angles greater than 90�,

principal stresses are tensile in nature. An apparent change in stress state may be noted by

the peaks seen around the 50� location.

Figure 18 depicts the resulting displacement of the rim from the two loading

methods.  The shape of this curve is very similar in nature to the other displacement

curves.  The displacement is greatest at the point of loading and gradually decreases as

the circumferential angle increases.  In this case, the Fourier series function displacement

is larger, but is almost negligible.
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Figure 18: A comparison of the Eye-bar loading method to the Fourier function loading

method for the displacement
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Figure 19: A comparison of loading methods at the Well
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3.3.7 Analysis under tire air pressure

Tire air pressure is a constant load with no relation to the rotation of the wheel.

However, the induced stress on the rim due to inflation pressure only, is comparatively

small. In actual wheel usage, the cyclically varying stress due to the bending moment or

the radial load is superimposed on the constant stress generated by the tire air pressure.

So, from a structural point of view, it is necessary to precisely evaluate the stress induced

by the tire air pressure.  The tire air pressure is loaded on the axi-symmetrically shaped

rim. In a three dimensional analysis using the mesh subdivision in Figure 7.  The induced

stress of the non-axi-symmetrically shaped disc was negligible, so an axi-symmetric

analysis is sufficient for the stress calculation under the tire air pressure. The mesh

subdivision used is the axi-symmetric one shown in Figure 3. The element used is an axi-

symmetric three-node element.  The tire air pressure is applied not only directly to the rim

outer side but also indirectly to the rim flange. The later load, which is directed in an axial

direction, is generated by the air pressure pressing on the tire side wall. This load varies

according to the type of tire, the aspect ratio of the cross section of the tire and the

reinforcement structure of the tire. In this study, the load is calculated by considering the

profile of the cross section of the tire and assembly shown in Figure 20, the axial

component of the force Wp which results from the inflation of the tire is calculated by

[22] the following equation

Wp=�(a
2
-rf

2
)P0 (3.46)
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Where, a, is the design radius of the tire and rf is the radius of the loading point on the rim

flange.  Because the axial load is supported by the tread of the tire and the rim flange,

approximately a half of the load is assumed to be loaded on each part.  So, the load on the

circumferential unit length of the rim flange is calculated by the force, Tf, expressed as

the following

� �
f

02

f

2

f

p

f
r*4

P
*ra

r**2*2

W
T ��

�

� (3.47)

Applying, this equation using P0 = 241 kPa, rf = .2208 m, a = .3397 m, yields Tf = 500 N.

For 117 kPa, Tf = 251 N, at 0 kPa, Tf = 0 N.

The applied air tire pressure in this study will vary from 0, 117, 241 and 303 kPa (axis

symmetric only).  This equivalent technique was compared to a standard pressure loading

technique for the axis symmetric model.

Figure 20: Tire force schematic
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

4.1 Tire air pressure:  Axisymmetric elements

The deformation of the wheel due to varying air pressure is shown in Figure 21.

This figure shows the general deformed and undeformed shape due to inflation only.  In

these models the rim flange pressure is applied using pressure loading as defined in

ALGOR by making this surface a unique color.  Pressure varied from 303, 241 and 117

kPa, with 303 kPa being maximum operating pressure, 241 kPa is the normal operating

pressure, and 117 kPa is half inflated pressure for the tire.  The rim flanges are deflected

in the axial direction by the air pressure acting on the tire side wall, and also in direct

contact with the rim.  Due to the geometry in the rim, the inboard side on the rim

undergoes bending due to the offset in the rim, when compared with the other end.

Results show that the area of highest stress in the axisymmetric elements is at the

well, as predicted in the literature review.  High stresses are also seen in the rim flange

area, as well as the transition area where the bead seat riser is on the inboard side of the

rim.  These general locations and recorded stresses compared favorably with other

referenced literature [16].  Location of high stresses in the well area is of major concern
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for welded rims.  Typically, the disc is welded to the rim at the well area.  Residual stress

causes additional stress or possible micro structural cracks to the rim.

When comparing effects of air pressure, stresses dropped in a linear relation to the

applied pressure.  Deflections in the rim were negligible (0.29 mm).  Deflection results

are similar to results obtained from other researches [16] and internal studies at the

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.

Figure 21: Deformed Axisymmetric Model

The next step was to compare point load models for pressure effects developed by

other authors [16,17] with direct pressure effects using finite element methods.  Results at

241 kPa were compared with Morita [22] to ensure the convergence of the software and

the model that was developed.  Maximum principal stress of 6412 kPa was calculated at

the round hump location as shown in Figure 23.  Figure 23 compares the outside surface

to the inside or tire side surface at 241 kPa inflation pressure.  The cut section of the disc

section geometry of the model was taken through the spoke area.  This geometry will
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results in a variation of stress values when compared to the full three dimensional

hexahedral finite element model.  Meshing technique also plays an important role in the

results.  Other locations of high stress magnitudes are the bead seat inside surface.  This

would be the surface of contact with the tire.  Loss of air pressure results in lower stresses

in this area, hence lower holding forces.

The stresses were quite low as expected for air pressure only.  The analysis was

repeated at 303 kPa (radial load test pressure per SAE [21]), and 117 kPa loading.

Results are shown in Figures 22 through 25.  Figure 27 depicts a comparison of the

equivalent force method to a actually pressure loading. A comparison is made in Figure

25 for varying air pressure effects.  Plotting the pressure versus the stress a direct linear

relationship is verified.  Figure 22 plots the principal stress for the inside and outside

surface of the wheel rim face as a function of 303 kPa inflation pressure.  In this case the

outside surface is considered the side of the tire cavity side of the rim. And is plotted in

the dashed lines.  This outside surface contains the highest principal stresses on the rim

and occurs at the well.  In contrast the highest principal stresses on the inside surface

occurs at the hump.  The same trend can be seen in  Figures 23 and 24 showing the 241

kPa and 117 kPa inflation pressures.  In all three cases, peak stresses did not shift and the

reduction in stresses are linear when compared to the reduction in tire inflation pressure.
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Figure 22: Influence of Inflation Pressure for the Axis symmetric Model at 303 kPa
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Figure 23: Influence of Inflation Pressure for the Axis symmetric Model at 241 kPa
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Figure 24: Influence of Inflation Pressure for the Axis symmetric Model at 117 kPa
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Figure 25: Influence of Inflation Pressure for the Axis symmetric Model
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The axial load approximation of air pressure effects as developed in the previous section

was next compared to the color controlled pressure model in ALGOR.  Results seem to

indicate that overall the stresses tracked fairly well except for the well area of the rim, in

which the color loaded pressure model predicts the highest value of principal stress.  The

location of the highest principal stress also varied between the two methods, Figure 28

shows the locations and magnitudes of the two methods.

In summary, the triangular axisymmteric analysis verified published results.  The

anticipated high stress concentrations are noted and will be used to compare with the

three dimensional brick model and gave good insight on proper loading and boundary

conditions needed.  Theories from other publications have been tested and documented.

Effect of the air pressure is a linear relationship with the stress reported.  The 303 kPa

loaded model yielded the highest stresses when the air pressure was varied.  The location

of the highest stresses where the well and the bead seat areas.  All stresses were primarily

compressive in nature, except at the location near the rim hump.

As shown in Figure 27 the principal stress using the equivalent load technique

was compared to the applied air pressure model.  The equivalent load technique resulted

in similar stresses and may be deemed acceptable for those finite element systems where

direct pressure cannot be directly applied to the model.  As indicated in the figure, the

well area, however, did not track and well as the pressure model.
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Figure 26: Axisymmetric Pressure versus Axial loading at 241 kPa
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Figure 27: Axisymmetric Load Analysis, comparing equivalent loading to pressure

loading
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Figure 28: Highest Principal Stress location in Axisymmetric Model
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4.2 Comparison of the 1/4 symmetry finite element analysis

The one quarter symmetry eight noded hexahedral model was the next logical

model to pursue due to the reduced number of nodes, hence degrees of freedom, and

ultimately, reduction in computer CPU time.  The model was fixed at the bolt circle and a

241 kPa pressure was applied to the rim, normal on the inside surface.  The purpose was

to relate axisymmetric work in the previous section to the ¼ model.  Validation of the

boundary conditions when using symmetry is critical.  The ¼ model, shown in Figure 6

was sliced along the spoke section and the principal stress was compared to the

axisymmetric version.  The two brick elements spans the thin thickness of the rim, yet

maintains an excellent aspect ratio.  Figure 5 shows the 1/2 symmetry model.  Loading

was exactly the same as the full symmetry model as described below. Key locations in the

rim have been identified and are shown in Figure 29. Criteria for selecting these locations

are based on the high stress locations from the axis symmetric finite element analysis and

locations near the tire rim interface where deformations may cause loss of tire air

pressure.
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Figure 29: Reference Locations on the Rim

4.3 Finite element analysis full model.

The full finite element model of the rim/disc assembly is shown in Figure 7.  It

should be noted that the stresses are well distributed in the disc portion of the rim, refer to

Figures 62 and 63.  This is indicative of good design practices and with principal stresses

being rather low, the stress / strain distribution does not tell much about the important

design criteria such as bead retention.  The aspect ratio of the entire model remains less

than 2.01 for all hexahedral elements, except for certain areas where the aspect ratio is

large, but this did not affect the overall results.
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4.3.1 Observations at the rim hump

For the full FE model, Figure 30 illustrates the influence of inflation pressure on

the principal stress at the rim hump.  The rim hump insures that proper bead retention at

the inboard side of the rim.  Extensive testing [19] has proved that the hump provides

safety against bead dislodgment.  It, therefore, allows better vehicle control in case of air

loss and is a strict requirement of the run flat tire development.  The maximum principal

stress magnitude is nearly 6.5 Mpa at 0 kPa inflation pressure and is located at the 60�

circumferential angle.  A wide variation in principal stresses due to inflation pressure is

evident at this location.  Also, influence of inflation pressure is nearly negligible at the

110� angular location on the rim.  At 0 kPa inflation pressure, the stresses are dominant

up to an angle of 110�.

The influence of inflation pressure on the Von Mises stress is portrayed in Figure

31.  A noticeable decline in the Von Mises stress at an angle of 110� occurs for 117 and

241 kPa inflation pressures.  Also, there is a wide variation in the stresses for all three

inflation pressures, beyond and angle of 110�.  Peak Von Mises stresses occur at 0�, with

the 241 kPa inflation pressure dominating.

The influence of inflation pressure on the displacement is depicted in Figure 32.

Notice, that profiles of the curves is quite similar to the Von Mises stress.  The effect of

241 kPa inflation pressure is dominate up to 45� circumferential angle, then the effect of

0 kPa inflation pressure is dominant from 45� to 110� angle.  Finally the effect of
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inflation pressure is almost negligible at 110� and 50� locations, due to the fact that the

stresses are nearly equal at all inflation pressures.

Figure 30: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the hump: Principal Stress
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Figure 31: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Hump: Von Mises Stress
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Figure 32: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Hump: Displacement
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has the highest displacement when compared to all other locations observed and (3)

Potential bead dislodgment due to impact is most likely to occur in this area.  The inboard

bead seat is located toward the inside wheel well location on the automobile, and

essentially remains hidden from observation.  In this position, loss of inflation pressure

due to damage of the side wall is less likely to occur when compared to the outside bead

seat where the driver is more likely to notice any damage that may occur.

Figure 34 depicts the influence of inflation pressure on the Von Mises stress at the

inboard bead seat.  A wide variation in stresses due to inflation pressure is evident.

Maximum Von Mises stresses occurs at the 60� circumferential angle.  Stresses in this

area remain almost constant beyond an angle of 110�.  At 0 kPa, the stresses are also

observed to be greater than the other inflation pressure examined at the point of contact.

Figure 33 shows the impact of inflation pressure for the principal stress at the

inboard bead seat.  At 30� circumferential angle on the rim, the influence of inflation

pressure is nearly negligible.  Beyond an angle of 110�, the principal stresses remain

nearly constant.  Finally, beyond 110� circumferential angle the 0 kPa inflation pressure

stresses are slightly greater than the 117 kPa inflation pressures, but remain less than the

principal stresses due to 241 kPa inflation pressure. Figure 35 shows an influence of

inflation pressure at the inboard bead seat and its effect on the displacement at that

location.  Displacements are not symmetrical and remain quite unpredictable.  The

highest displacement occurs at the point of contact (0� circumferential angle).  The 241
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kPa inflation pressure loading results in the largest displacement, up to an angle of 140�.

For the 0 kPa inflation pressure loading is dominant at and beyond 140�.

Figure 33: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Inboard Bead Seat: Principal Stress
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Figure 34: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Inboard Bead Seat: Von Mises Stress
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Figure 35: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Inboard Bead Seat: Displacement
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4.3.3 Observations at the Well

The well serves two purposes in the functionality of the rim: (a) it provides the

location for the air valve opening and (b) provides ease of tire mounting and dismounting

when using automatic mounting machines.  The shape of the well varies from rim to rim

designs, but standards for depth are maintained by The Tire and Rim Association [37].

Due to the well geometry, the well becomes a point of tensile stress concentrations and

should be closely observed.

Figure 36 depicts the influence of inflation pressure at the well for the principal

stress.  Observed principal stresses are greatest in magnitude at the point of contact (0�

angle) with the 241 kPa inflation pressure yielding the highest magnitude.  Influence of

inflation pressure for angles less that 40� is nearly insignificant.  Minimum principal

stresses occur at 60� circumferential angle, with the effect of inflation pressure increasing

in variation beyond the 60� angle.

Figure 37 illustrates the influence of inflation pressure at the well for the Von

Mises stress. As indicated in the figure.  The Von Mises stress varies widely due to

inflation pressure, where this effect is not apparent in the principal stress as shown in

Figure 36.  A steadily decreasing Von Mises stress magnitude from point of contact (0�)

to 180� is observed.  A slight increase in Von Mises stress is seen at 60� location, yet at

the same location, a minimum principal stress occurs (see Figure 36).
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The influence of inflation pressure on displacement at the well is shown in Figure

38.  A wide variation in displacement can be observed at point of contact (0�) with the

241 kPa inflation pressure yielding higher displacement than the other two inflation

pressures.  At 50� angle, the role of inflation pressure on displacement is reversed, so that

the 0 kPa inflation pressure is now the dominant effect on the displacement, up to and

including 130�.
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Figure 36: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Well: Principal Stress
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Figure 37: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Well: Von Mises Stress
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Figure 38: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Well: Displacement
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4.3.4 Observations at the outboard bead seat

The outboard bead seat geometry is nearly similar to the inboard bead seat

geometry, yet undergoes less deflection because it is directly supported by the disk

portion of the wheel.  The outboard bead seat lies close to the well and has a sharp flat

hump, which caused a stress riser in the area under loading.  The flat hump is designed to

maintain the contact between tire and rim during cornering.  The rim used in this research

has a flat profile as shown in Figure 60.  Designers of wheels can choose a flat hump,

round hump or special ledge as a standard issued by The Tire and Rim Association [37].

A 4 mm flat or 3 mm radius hump is specified.  Flat humps are inherently used by

American standards, where as European standards use the round hump. Hump

specifications are summarized in Figure 56.

Figure 39 shows the influence of inflation pressure at the outboard bead seat for

the principal stress.  As seen, inflation pressure has the greatest effect on principal stress

for this location when compared to all other critical locations in the rim.  Maximum

principal stress occurs at 45� angle, with the 241 kPa inflation pressure stresses exceeding

all other inflation pressures regardless of the circumferential angle.  In this location some

stresses are compressive in nature, while the 241 kPa inflation pressure stresses are

tensile in nature.  It is observed at an angle up to and beyond 130�, the principal stresses

remain constant.
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The influence of inflation pressure at the outboard bead seat for the Von Mises

stress is shown in Figure 40.  Similar in profile as the principal stress, shearing effects at

the outboard bead seat, are insignificant.  The shape of the graphs and the effect of

inflation pressures are nearly identical.  At angles greater than 60�, the 241 kPa inflation

pressure has a more predominate effect on Von Mises stress as compared to the 0, and

117 kPa inflation pressures.

Figure 41 depicts the effect of inflation pressure at the outboard bead seat for the

displacement.  The 241 kPa inflation pressure yields higher displacements than the 0 or

117 kPa inflation pressures up to and including a circumferential angle of 60�.  Minimum

displacements occur at different angular locations on the rim for the three inflation

pressures.  The 0 kPa inflation pressure minimum displacement location is closer to the

contact patch of the rim when compared to the 117 and 241 kPa inflation pressures.  The

widest variation in displacement between the inflation pressures occurs in a range from

60� to 130�.  Between 60� to 130�, displacement is largest at 0 kPa inflation pressure

compared to the other two inflation pressures.
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Figure 39: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Outboard Bead Seat: Principal Stress
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Figure 40: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Outboard Bead Seat: Von Mises Stress
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Figure 41: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Outboard Bead Seat: Displacement
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openings to decrease the overall weight of the wheel. It also provides styling for the

wheel.  The disk hat in aluminum alloys is often much thicker than the rim part of the

wheel as compared to the steel wheels, which tend to be stamped and have a similar

thickness.  Also, the disk hat often is rounded and shaped for aerodynamic reasons.

Figure 42 shows the influence of inflation pressure at the disk hat for the principal

stress.  Maximum principal stress occurs at the point of contact (0�) and drops to nearly 0

kPa at 180�.  The 241 kPa inflation pressure has a greater influence on principal stress

and is nearly 35 - 40% greater than the 0 kPa inflation pressure stress at the point of

contact.  At 180� stress is about 0 kPa for all inflation pressures observed. At 130� the

difference in 0 kPa and 117 kPa inflation pressures stresses is minor.  Since the rim is

rotating when the car is in motion and alternating stress is introduced in the disk hat, and

according to Figure 43 the alternating stress in the disk hat can have a magnitude of 6.89

Mpa.

Figure 43 shows the influence of inflation pressure at the disk hat for the Von

Mises stress. A profound influence of inflation pressure is seen at the point of contact

(0�), where maximum Von Mises stress occurs.  The 241 kPa inflation pressure is

dominant up to an angle of 60�.  The 0 kPa inflation pressure is dominant from 60� and

beyond.  Effect of the inflation pressure is nearly zero at 180� angle.

Figure 44 depicts the effects of inflation pressure at the disk hat for the

displacement.  A noticeable shift in the displacement is evident due to inflation pressure.

The 241 kPa inflation pressure generates the highest displacement up to 70�
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circumferential angle.  The 0 kPa inflation pressure generates the highest displacement

beyond 70�.  This has shown to be a critical area for future design studies.

Figure 42: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Disk Hat: Principal Stress
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Figure 43: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Disk Hat: Von Mises Stress
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Figure 44: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Disk Hat: Displacement
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4.3.6 Observations at the outer pad

The outer pad is the location of the bolt hole circle used to mount the wheel to the

vehicle.  These are points of fixed displacement on the wheel. Observations were taken

just outside the 108 mm bolt circle.  The outer pad is often the thickest portion in the

wheel, thus the anticipated stresses and displacements in this area should be low in

magnitude.

Figure 45 shows the influence of inflation pressure at the outer pad for the

principal stress. Inflation pressure has a predominate influence on the principal stress,

particularly at the 90� circumferential angle.  Stresses in the outer pad are minor and

almost negligible in this bolt circle area as expected.  Minimum magnitudes of the

principal stresses occur at 100�, where the displacement is also a minimum.  A noticeable

increase in principal stress for the 241 kPa inflation pressure load occurs at 20�

circumferential angle.  The 0 kPa inflation pressure is the dominant pressure load for all

angles in this location.

Figure 46 depicts the influence of inflation pressure at the outer pad for the Von

Mises stress.  A wide variation in Von Mises stress resulting from the three inflation

pressure is obvious at the point of contact (0�) and up to and including 45�.  Beyond the

45� angle, influence of the inflation pressure on the Von Mises stress is minor. Von Mises

stress remains higher at 0 kPa inflation pressure than the other two loading conditions.
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Minimum Von Mises stresses occur at 105�, and the maximum Von Mises stresses occur

at 45�.

Figure 47 shows the influence of inflation pressure at the outer pad for the

displacement.  The 241 kPa inflation pressure is dominant up to an angle of 80�, followed

by a shift in the effects of inflation pressure.  Beyond 80�, the 0 kPa inflation pressure is

now the dominant factor.  An apparent spike occurs at all three inflation pressures

occurring at 25� circumferential angle, where this is a local maximum.  A minimum

displacement occurs for all three inflation pressures at 70 to 90� circumferential angles

and is a function of the inflation pressure.  Contour plots of all of the above data for Von

Mises stresses can be found in the Appendix C.

4.3.7 Observations of load to displacement relationship at inboard bead seat

Figure 48 shows the influence of inflation pressure on the load / displacement

relationship for the inboard bead seat.  The first noticeable observations are the linearity

of the curves.  The 0 kPa inflation pressure data was fitted to a curve using linear

regression techniques but has little use. Rather than load to displacement, the desired Von

Mises stress to load is a good tool for wheel design. Table 3 shows the data to which a

power fit was obtained.  The power fit equation is given as:

001394.1x*318257.2y � (4.1)
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Table 3: Curve fitting data

Load (N) Von Mises Stress (kPa)

1112 2606.61

2224 5213.28

3113 7303.55

4448 10378.83

8896 20902.45

10450 24591.11

Correlation for the exponential equation (4.1) was estimated at 0.999 with the co variance

of 0.7225.  To check validity of the equation, the predicted load for yielding 206 mPa at

the bead seat was calculated at 136 kPa.  This load was applied to the finite element

model under 241 kPa loading and resulted in a Von Mises stress of 167 mPa, which

resulted in a 18% error. Figure 49 and 50 gives an overall displacement picture at 241 kPa

inflation load and 10.45 kN radial load.
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Figure 45: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Outer pad: Principal Stress
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Figure 46: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Outer Pad: Von Mises Stress
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Figure 47: Influence of Inflation Pressure at the Outer Pad: Displacement
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Figure 48: Influence of Inflation Pressure on the Load / Displacement relationship at

Inboard bead seat
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Figure 49: Displaced rim elevation view

Figure 50: Displaced rim plan view
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4.4 Refinement of the FEA model

The FEA model was based on the three theories as mentioned above in sections.

The eye-bar analogy in which a distributed point loads are applied to the bead seat and

was varied from a maximum recommend angle of 90� and qmax was calculated at  33.39

kg/cm.  The cosine function method used pressure applied to the bead seat at varying

angle.  In the known published literature, the angle �, was initially taken at 40�.  This

angle was chosen because a marked change in stress state occurred from compressive

stress to tensile stress about this angle.  This is also evident in the experimental portion of

this research.  A shift in compressive stresses was observed between the 20� and 40� in

the hoop strain gauges.  It is desired to obtain the same state of stress to prove the finite

element model is correct.

Angles were varied from 90�, 75�, 60�, 40� and 20� for both the distributed load

and pressure load cases to find the optimum loading condition.  One can observe that the

eye-bar case at 90� angular loading , the Fourier function, and the cosine function method

at 40� best fit the experimental data, with a reasonable amount of error.  The point of

loading (0�) and the 180� location in addition to the 30� yielded the most amount of error.

The next step was to compare the FEA results to known published literature [12].

Most investigators concentrated on the hoop stress and the transverse stress in the bead

seat area.  This data is plotted in Figure 51.  The published data was normalized from
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load and pressure for comparison purposes.  The data fits with an good agreement and

some error is occurring.   As seen, the point of loading, geometry and the material used

for manufacture of the wheel all balance to create a unique state of stress in the rim in

question.  Quantified answers and analytical solutions to the state of stress and

mechanical response in automobile rims is nearly impossible.  The finite element method

can approximate the state of stress in the rim within reasonable design guidelines.  The

state of stress in the rim is reported here to guide the engineer in the basics of rim loading.

The proper design guidelines will dictate the ultimate design.
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Figure 51: Published literature comparison for rim hoop stress
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CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

The objective of the experimental stress analysis is to correlate analytical findings

through experimental observations and also to investigate the effects of tire pressure in

conjunction with radial load on the strain in the rim.  Much of the investigations cited in

chapter one focused on either experimental analysis or finite element analysis, with few

investigating both methods.  In this research, the distribution of the load on the wheel for

a run flat tire is investigated.  Also, even standard radial tire bead pressure distribution is

misunderstood to date.  Experimental investigation will determine and provide a means

for quantifying the loading on the rim.

5.2 Text fixtures and machine setup

When using computer simulation tools in engineering design, it is important to

establish the validity of design calculations by experimental procedures.  Only in this way

can the necessary confidence in computational methods be established.  In this study,

strain gauges (32 in all) were applied to the rim as shown in Figure 52, locating three

gages every 20 degrees radial around the rim until the 180�of the rim was tested.  The

orientation of the gauges provided hoop and transverse measurement along with 45
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degree strain state. All of this information can be used to determine both the

principal stress and the Von Mises state of stress at the gauge locations. The method of

attaching the gauges is lengthy to describe, and is not important to this analysis, so it will

not be described here. Figures 95 through 97 shows the locations of these gauges in the

hoop strain orientation, machine setup and instrumentation (Appendix A).  The

corresponding schematic of the locations is shown in Figure 52.  Location of the strain

gauges are depicted with an X in this figure.

Figure 52: Placement of Strain Gauges
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Various test jigs were available to mount the 16” tire and rim to the Instron tension /

compression testing machine.  Bolting torque for the lug nuts was 110 N-m (80 ft-lb) per

SAE specifications [26].

The method for determining proper location of strain gauges was determined

using the results of the finite element analysis and from internal research conducted at the

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.  Because the tire is mounted on the rim, placement

of the strain gauges was limited to the outside surface.  The gauges were placed at highly

stressed areas on the outside face of the rim and the disc area as shown in Figure 52.

The wheel assembly with attached strain gauges was mounted to the custom fixed

rim mount as shown in Figure 53.  This figure illustrates how the tire and rim are

mounted to the testing machine.  The center bore hub passes through the shaft and the lug

nuts are attached to the face plate using the 1/2" (12.5 mm) studs.  The flat is used to

facilitate mounting to the bracket as shown in Figure 54. As shown in this figure, the

assembly was then mounted to the tensile / compressive test machine with the tire

mounting bracket.  In this figure, the 1.25 diameter hole is used to mount to the machines

cross head.  The schematic of the experimental setup is depicted in Figure 55. The

hydraulic power unit provides the energy to impart the forces needed. Load feedback

provides an accurate way of imparting the required load.  The rim was mounted in the

experimental test machine, so that the spoke arrangement was oriented in the same

manner as the finite element stress analysis study. Figures 56 and 57 are specifications for

the rim and tire used in the study.  These figures were taken from reference [37].  A 3113
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N load was then applied to the tire assembly with 241 kPa inflation pressure, and

measurements were taken from the SB10 switch and balance unit, which was first

calibrated to a maximum 200 � mm/mm maximum strain reading.  The inflation pressure

was reduced to 117 kPa and readings were repeated.  Finally, the tire inflation pressure

was dropped to 0 kPa and final readings were recorded in units of micro strain.  The

single strain gauges were removed then replaced with the rosettes and the process was

repeated.
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Figure 53: Schematic of the Fixed Rim Mount
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Figure 54: Schematic of the Tire Mounting Bracket
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Figure 55: Schematic of the Experimental Test Setup
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Figure 56: Rim Specifications
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Figure 57: Tire Specifications
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The actual rim used is shown in Figures 58 through 60. These figures depict a Ford 16"

SHO style aluminum spoked wheel.

Figure 58: A Back View Profile of the Rim

Figure 59: A Front View Profile of the Rim
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Figure 60: A Sectional View of the Rim
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5.3 Finite element analysis strain model results

The strain measurements used in the finite element model compared to the actual

experimental strain values are shown Figures 61 through 63. Explanations of the accuracy

and / or validity of each of the comparisons were then made in the following section.

Figure 61: Strain model, 3113 N Pressure: 241 kPa
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Figure 62: Strain model [back view]

Figure 63: Strain model [Front view]
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5.4 Results of the experimental investigations

The above figures illustrate the strain distribution for an inflation pressure of 241

kPa and a radial load of 3113 N exerted from the bottom of the rim.  Tensile strains are

shown as positive (+) strain values, whereas compressive strain are shown as negative (-)

values.  The strain tensor values in the figures shown represent the hoop strains.

Experimental values are also listed in Table 4 in raw data form and in graphical

form in Figures 69 through 77.  These tables reflect the circumferential angle around the

rim, measured strain (ESA strain) and the finite element analysis predicted strain (FEA

strain) and finally the percentage change in the two values.  The finite element analysis

results reflected the use of the Fourier function to impart the radial load.  Gauges were

placed so that their normal reflects the circumferential or hoop strains.

Upon analysis of the percent differences, one will notice that they are relatively

high for some gauges, especially at the low inflation pressures.  This can be attributed to

the possibility that the calibration of the strain gauge meter loses its validity at the

extreme low end of the scale, and the �5% accuracy of the gauges (specifications for the

gauges and meters are listed in Figure 65, Figure 66 and Table 7.)  The average percent

difference between the experimental and finite element stress analysis for gauges is about

18%.

All comparisons are either acceptable, or acceptable with some sort of

explanation.  The conclusion of this analysis is that experimental values that were

obtained for the principal stresses for the variously prescribed gauge locations reasonably
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match the corresponding values obtained by the ALGOR finite element software.  These

comparisons are again for the rim that was the subject of this analysis, though it may be

considered that a rim with similar dimensional properties and microstructure will yield

similar results.  Single strain gauge readings as described below has a gauge factor of

2.090 � 0.2% and a transverse sensitivity of (0.4 � 0.2)%.  The bridge amplifier circuit

was 1/4 wheatstone bridge.  No control strain gauge was used during the experiment.  The

gauge factor is a dimensionless quantity and the larger the value, the more sensitive the

gauge.  Errors in the strain gauge readings can be contributed by many factors that

include: wheatsone bridge nonlinearity, errors due to transverse strain sensitivity and

strain gauge misalignment errors.  Each one of the possible errors are discussed below.

Wheatstone bridge nonlinearity: In strain measurements, this occurs predominately at

higher values of strain.  In the above measurements the strains were low enough that

calculations for this error were zero or negligible, so that adjustments to the final readings

were not required.

Transverse strain sensitivity: Percentage of error is

100*K
a

t

t

�

�
�� (5.1)

where 	t is the transverse strain and 	a is the axial strain.  This ratio for the measurement

taken is about 2 for most cases studied and Kt is the transverse sensitivity.  With these

parameters, the error is �=0.8%, which should not affect the overall results.
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Strain gauge misalignment:  This factor depends on the ratio of the algebraic maximum

and the algebraic minimum principal strains 	p/	q , the angle between the maximum

principle strain axis and the intended axis (�) of strain measurement (hoop = 0) and the

angular mounting error, .  In the rim application, evaluation of error is calculated by

� ������
���

�� 2cos)(2cos
2

qp

(5.2)

The evaluation of this function indicates that the error is maximum at a gauge angle of

40� from the principal stress angle.  This function is generically depicted in Figure 64, for

principle strains of 1000 and-285 microstrain. As one can see, as the misalignment angle,

, varies the percent error increases. Peak error occurs at a gauge angle of 40 degrees.

Figure 64: Error in indicated strain due to gauge misalignment.
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Reviewing the maximum principal strain calculations, the angle next to the

maximum error is the 40� inboard strain measurement at 117 kPa inflation pressure,

which was calculated at 65.9 degrees, along with a maximum strain of -439 and minimum

strain of -825, resulting in � = -9�	.

Rosette errors: Analysis indicates that the absolute error in the magnitude of the

computed principal strains is on the order of the absolute error indicated by the individual

readings.  The influence of errors in individual gauge readings on the direction of the

computed principal stress is relatively small when the difference between the principal

strains is great, but this influence becomes very great when the principal strains are nearly

equal.  However, if this is the case, that is the Mohrs circle is very small, the directions of

the principal strains are of little interest.

To consider the total measurement accuracy error, one must also include gauge, lead wire,

bridge nonlinearity, digital volt meter offset error, digital volt meter gain error and supply

drift on supply measurement. As demonstrated in the preceding sections of this

publication, the process of obtaining the principal stresses involves three basic and

sequential steps:

1. Measurement of surface strains with a strain gauge rosette.

2. Transformation of measured strains to principal strains.

3. Conversion of principal strains to principal stresses.

Each step in this procedure has its own characteristic error sources and limits of

applicability; and the stress analyst must carefully consider these to avoid potentially
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serious errors in the resulting principal stresses.  Of first importance is that the measured

strains be as free as possible of error. Rosette strain measurements are subjected to the

same errors (thermal output, transverse sensitivity, leadwire resistance effects, etc.) as

those with single-element strain gauges. Thus, the same controlling and/or corrective

measures are required to obtain accurate data.

Several important conclusions must be taken into account when reviewing the

tabulated strain data below.

1. Surprisingly large errors can result even with the state of the art bridge completion

resistors and measuring equipment.

2. Strain measurement with compensator gauges and using 1/4 bridge circuits will

results in more errors when compared to half and full bridge methods.

3. All strain measurements were recorded in terms of micro inch/inch units as the

instrumentation is incapable of measuring in the SI system.

Table 4 through Table 6 summarizes experimental and FEA data using the Fourier

function data.  As indicated in Table 6 at the outboard location on the rim at 241 kPa

inflation pressure, the experiments and analytical results track fairly well.  Experimental

stress analysis (ESA) yielded higher strains at the 0� consistently through most of the

entire circumferential angles.  At 117 kPa, experimental stress analysis also yielded

higher strains, and tensile strains are seen by both finite element analysis and

experimental stress analysis, with finite element analysis results lower at these locations.

The strains turn highly compressive at 90� almost equal and opposite to the tensile
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magnitudes.  At 0 kPa, experimental stress analysis results were higher than finite

element analysis results at most locations less than 90� angle.  Compression (- strains) are

observed at the point of loading and 90�, with tensile strains being observed at all other

locations.

Table 6 and Figures 75 to 77 summarize the strain data at the outboard location.  At

241 kPa inflation pressure, the measured strain rate was highest (tensile) at 0� and 180�

and reverses to be compressive at 90�.  Maximum compressive strain occurs at 90�.  The

40� cosine function is not accurate at 0� and 180�.  The eye-bar and Fourier functions

closely predicts the experimental data when compared to the other finite element models.

At 117 kPa inflation pressure, and apparent shift towards compressive strains can be seen

when compared to the 241 kPa model.  The finite element models follow the same

inclination as the measured values of the strain at 90�.  At this inflation pressure, the eye-

bar and Fourier function models best matches the experimental data.  At 0 kPa inflation

pressure, the point of loading (0� angle) compressive strains were both measured and

calculated but at 180� strains approach 0 microstrain, but are still tensile in nature.  The

Fourier function and cosine function best predicts the measured data at angles greater

than 90�, whereas the eye-bar function tracks more closely to measured data for angles

less than 90�.

The results at the midplane location is shown in Table 5 and graphs of this data is

reflected in Figures 72 to 74. At 241 kPa, finite element analysis results are more tensile

throughout the entire circumference, except compressive strains are seen at 90�.  It is also
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observed that higher tensile strains are observed at 180� when compared to the point of

loading at 0�.  At 117 kPa in this location, experimental stress analysis is considerably

higher than finite element analysis results  This is also evident at the 0 kPa loading

condition.  At 241 kPa inflation pressure, strains were measured at the 0�, 90� and 180�

locations.  The eye-bar function and Fourier function analytical models tracked the

experimental stress analysis data accurately.  At 117 kPa inflation pressure, an apparent

shift in strain from compressive to tensile is occurring at the 90� angle.  The eye-bar and

Fourier functions best fit to the measured data, with the 40� finite element model

deviating the greatest when compared to the measured strain values. At 0 kPa inflation

pressure, strains magnitudes are greatest when compared to the other inflation pressures

in which data was recorded.  The Fourier ,40� and 90� finite element models all follow

the same trend, but variations do exist.  The 180� angular location on the rim yielded the

highest calculated and measured strain.  At the midplane location the results can be

summarized as follows. As inflation pressure decreases all strains around the entire

circumference increase.  Initially strains at the 90� location are compressive in nature at

241 kPa, but reverse to tensile at lower inflation pressures. At this midpalne location all

strains are tensile in nature for all inflation pressures, except at 241 kPa at 90�.

At the inboard bead seat area data is tabulated in Table 4 and is plotted in Figures

69 to 71.  At 241 kPa, finite element analysis results are more chaotic than experimental

stress analysis results, but both predict similar trends. Results compared well between the

80� through the 120� circumferential angles.  At 117 kPa in the same inboard location,
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both finite element analysis and experimental stress analysis are in good agreement, with

finite element analysis results slightly more conservative.  Finally, at 0 kPa inflation

pressure, experimental stress analysis resulted in slightly higher strains, yet compared

well to finite element analysis predictions. At the inboard location, with 241 kPa inflation

pressure, maximum compressive strains occur at 90� and was predicted by all finite

element models when compared to the measured data.  The eye-bar and Fourier functions

are the best predication of the measured data.  Large variations in strains when using the

40� cosine function model exists at this location. At 117 kPa inflation pressure, strain

values near 0 microstrain are predicted for all finite element methods as well as measured

data at 90� angle.  There is a apparent shift from tensile strains to the compressive

condition occurring at 30�.  The finite element analysis models closely matched the

experimental data for all cases with slight variations in finite element results at the 120�

position. At 0 kPa inflation pressure, a wide spread of the finite element calculated strain

is observed comparing to measured data at this inflation pressure.  Minimum compressive

strains is predicated at 50� for all finite element cases and track well when compared to

measured data.  All finite element results were conservative in nature when compared to

experimental data.  Finally, all strains were tensile in nature at 0 kPa inflation pressure.
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Table 4: Experimental data / FEA data using Fourier function: Inboard

Angle ESA

�Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

241 kPa 117 kPa 0 kPa

0 44 41 6.88% 54 45 -16.66% 82 70 -14.63%

20 18 34 88.88% 30 25 -16.66% 62 50 -19.35%

40 -36 -40 11.11% -26 -30 15.38% 2 1 -50.00%

60 -50 -30 -40.0% -38 -30 -47.36% 2 1.63 -18.50%

80 -30 -33 10.0% 19 15 -21.05% 26 30 15.38%

90 -18 -19 5.55% -9 -8.5 -5.55% 30 31 .333%

100 -6 -6 0.00% 2 3 50.00% 38 38.1 .26%

120 3 3.0 0.00% -23 -22 -4.3% 58 52 -10.34%

140 16 17 6.25% -24 -20 -16.66% 58 51 -12.06%

160 22 33 50.0% -33 -28.5 -13.94% 66 64 -3.03%

180 26 29 11.00% -34 -32 -5.88% 67 67.5 .74%
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Table 5: Experimental data / FEA data at midplane using Fourier function

Angle ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

241 kPa 117 kPa 0 kPa

0 1 1.5 50.00% 54 48 -11.11% 158 163 3.16%

90 -4 -3.5 -12.5% 38.6 30 -22.00% 154 160 3.89%

180 4 4.30 7.50% 88 78 -11.36% 175 178 1.71%

Table 6: Experimental data / FEA data at Outboard bead seat using Fourier function

Angle ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

ESA

Strain

FEA

Strain

%

Change

241 kPa 117 kPa 0 kPa

0 56 50 -10.71% 3 8 166.67% -480 -400 16.66%

20 2 3 50% 88 70 -20.45% 178 160 -10.11%

40 -4 -2 -50.0% 80 75 6.25% 163 158 -3.06%

60 -6 -5 -16.66% 77 72 6.49% 165 170 3.03%

80 -8 -7 -13.00% 71 68 4.22% 150 80 -46.6%

90 -48 -48 0.00% -100 -90 -10.00% -155 -159 -3.23%

100 -6 -4.79 -20.16% 77 77 0.00% 153 170 11.11%

120 0 -.304 ~0% 77 76 1.29% 150 168 12.10%

140 0.3 1.16 286.6% 80 77 -3.75% 156 170 8.97%

160 3 1.74 -42.00% 2 1 -50.00% 182 200 9.89%

180 48 42 -22.0% -22 -10 -54.54% 80 80 0.00%
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In order to validate the error in the readings, the difference between the

experimental and finite element sets of data could possibly have been lessened.  The

gauge employed in the analysis, Micro - Measurements #CEA-25-250UW-120 is

considered by its manufacturer to be of "moderate accuracy".  A gauge of higher accuracy

could have produced better results.  Also, the gauge positioning could have been

monitored to a higher degree (more exact alignment), again raising the accuracy level.

According to the manufacturer of the gauges, two major factors that induce error in

measurements are improper alignment of the gauges and the ability of the gauge to react

to some degree of transverse strain.

Again, the purpose of this research is to use the finite element software to predict

the state of stress in the rim, with experimental methods only to validate the computer

simulation, so reasonable error could be tolerated.

With a wide variation at the 0� and 180� location, the cosine function at the angles

chosen of 40 and 20 degrees and may not be entirely accurate.  The finite element

analysis model loading condition was modified from a pressure loading over the entire

80� at the point of loading to a distributed point force load over six nodes on each side of

the bead seat.  Various angles of the cosine function were modeled to try to match the

experimental stress analysis strain gauge readings based on 241 kPa inflation pressure.

The conclusion, however, was that varying the angle did not noticeably affect the results.

If any conclusions can be made from this, the angle does not play as important role as the

type of loading, i.e. pressure or point loading in the model.  In the case of distributed
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point loads, the model always yielded much higher results as compared to the

experimental stress analysis data.

5.5 Principal and Von Mises stress calculations

In this study, the strain rosettes method was used to calculate the principal

stresses, strain and the Von Mises strains and stresses in the rim.  The features of the

switch and balance unit used in the experimental studies are summarized in Figure 65.

The single gage used is shown in Figure 66.  The configuration of the rosette gage is

shown in Figure 67.  As shown in Figure 68 the rosette gage along the x axis is 	1.  The

other gauge located along a 45� angle with respect to the x axis is called 	2. The third

gauge is oriented along the y axis and will be called 	3. Strain gage specifications are

summarized in Table 7.

Figure 65: Switch and Balance Unit

Features:

� 10 channels plus open position

� Gold plated Push/Clamp binding posts

� Intermix Quarter, half and full bridges

� Negligible Switching resistance

� Switching repeatability to 1 microstrain.

� Balance range: Quarter and half bridges:

�2000 microstrain with 350 ohm half

bridge strain indicator  Range

proportional to bridge resistance.
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Assume the axis of maximum principal stress is �.  The principal strains for this

situation is:

� � � �� � 5.02

32

2
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minmax

2
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2
, ��������

���
��� (5.3)

The Von Mises Strain is calculated from
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The principal stresses is given by:
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The maximum shear stress is designated by

� � � �� � 5.02
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The principal axis is located with the angle of � according to:

31

312
2

2tan
���

�����
�� (5.7)

This is the axis at which the maximum stress occurs.  A problem arises with the

determination of the quadrant for �, since there will be two values obtained as solutions.

The angle will lie in the first quadrant (0<�<�/2)  if

2

31

2

���

�� (5.8)

and the second quadrant if 	2 is less than this value.
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Rosettes were located at 0�, 40� and 90� locations inboard and outboard locations

and results are tabulated in Table 8 through Table 13.  The x axis strain measures the

hoop strain, and y axis gauge measures the transverse strain.  Comparisons were made to

finite element analysis model in the 90� location at the 241 kPa inflation pressure.  It

should be noted that all other combinations reported the relatively same amount of error.

Finite element results are compared with measurement data are shown in Figures 69 to

77. Figure 78 shows the hoop strain plots for the three inflation pressures.  Note the

tendency of the state of strain in the tensile mode near the 30� location and how it is

influenced by the inflation pressure.  As the inflation pressure begins to drop the tensile

strains also decrease until the 0 kPa inflation pressure is reached then the entire rim is in a

compressive state.  In other words, the inflation pressure reduces the tendency for the rim

to ovalize.

Finally, Figure 79 depicts the influence of inflation pressure at the inboard bead

seat which is the critical design location. As shown at 0 kPa inflation pressure has the

greatest influence on the strain. At 117 kPa the shape of the curve differs from the 0 or

241 kPa curves.
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Figure 66: Strain gauge single

Table 7: Strain Gauge Specifications

Dimensions in. mm Temperature Range:

Gauge Length 0.250 6.35 -100 to +350 deg F

Overall length 0.45 11.43 Strain Range/Accuracy

Grid width 0.180 4.57 � 5%

Overall width 0.180 4.57 Fatigue Life

Matrix length 0.55 14.0 10
5
 cycles at � 1500

microstrain

Matrix width 0.27 6.9

Manufacturer:

Measurements Group

P.O. Box 27777

Raleigh, NC 27611

(919) 365 - 3800

http://www.measurementsgroup.com

Type

Micro measurements
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Figure 67: Rosette Strain Gauge

Figure 68: Rosette Strain Gage Schematic

Large three element 45 degree

single plane CEA series rosette.

Exposed tab area 0.13 x 0.08 in

(3.3 x 2.0 mm)
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Table 8: Strain rosette data: Maximum Principal Strain

241 kPa �% 117 kPa �% 0 kPa �%

Location ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error

0�, Inboard 1.32E-04 9.90E-05 -25% 5.41E-06 4.95E-05 814% 1.78E-05 2.48E-05 39%

0� Outboard 8.87E-05 7.32E-05 -17% 5.30E-05 3.66E-05 -30% 2.43E-05 1.83E-05 -24.6%

40�, Inboard -2.87E-05 -5.38E-05 -87% -1.75E-05 -2.69E-05 57.3% 1.60E-05 -1.35E-05 -15%

90�, Inboard -2.92E-05 -5.00E-05 71.2% -1.95E-05 -2.50E-05 28.2% -2.9E-05 -1.25E-05 -56%

90�, Outboard 3.96E-05 4.84E-05 22% 3.85E-06 2.42E-05 528% 4.12E-06 1.21E-05 193%

Table 9: Strain rosette data: Minimum Principal Strain

241 kPa �% 117 kPa �% 0 kPa �%

Location ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error

0 �, Inboard -1.68E-04 -8.03E-05 -50% -8.94E-05 -4.02E-05 -55% -4.98E-05 -2.01E-05 -60%

0 �, Outboard -8.87E-05 -4.56E-05 -48% -1.02E-04 -2.28E-05 -81% -5.23E-05 -1.14E-05 117%

40 �, Inboard -1.69E-04 -1.12E-04 -33% -6.85E-05 -5.60E-05 -18% -2.40E-05 -2.80E-05 16%

90 �, Inboard -3.12E-04 -1.22E-04 -60% -6.95E-05 -6.10E-05 -12% -6.08E-05 -3.05E-05 -49%

90 �, Outboard -9.56E-05 -1.10E-04 -88% -4.18E-05 -5.50E-05 31% -2.81E-05 -2.75E-05 -2%
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Table 10: Strain Rosette data: Maximum Principal Stress

241 kPa �% 117 kPa �% 0 kPa �%

Location ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error

0 �, Inboard -612.51 -811.678 32% -258 -406 57% -21 -20.3 -3.3%

0 �, Outboard 1564 660.096 -57% 227 330 45% 84 165 16%

40 �, Inboard 387 80 -29% 439 400 -8.8% 92.3 20 -78%

90 �, Inboard -1761 -932 -47% -465 -466 .21% -54 -233 331%

90 �, Outboard 100.54 82.99 17.6% 106 41.5 -60% -54.3 -20.7 -61%

Table 11: Strain Rosette data: Minimum Principal Stress

241 kPa �% 117 kPa �% 0 kPa �%

Location ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error

0 �, Inboard -1872 -530.86 -71.6% -976 -265 -72% -491 -133 -72%

0 �, Outboard -386 -224 -41% -947 -112 -88% -495 -560 13%

40 �, Inboard -1563 -1212 -22% -825 -606 -26% -210 -303 44%

90 �, Inboard -3769 -812 -78% -843 -406 -51% -78.15 -203 -159%

90 �, Outboard -924 -892 -3.4% -452 -446 -1.3% -298.6 -223 -25%

Table 12: Strain Rosette data: Von Mises Strain

241 kPa �% 117 kPa �% 0 kPa �%

Location ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error ESA FEA Error

0 �, Inboard 1.31E-04 1.57E-04 19% 7.60E-05 7.85E-05 3.2% 5.65E-05 3.93E-05 -30%

0 �, Outboard 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 0% 1.21E-04 1.00E-04 -17% 5.93E-05 5.00E-05 -15%

40 �, Inboard 1.25E-04 1.60E-04 28% 3.50E-05 8.02E-05 129% 2.62E-05 4.01E-05 53%

90 �, Inboard 1.03E-04 1.06E-04 2.91% 4.16E-05 5.30E-05 27% 1.73E-05 2.65E-05 53%

90 �, Outboard 1.11E-04 1.15E-04 3.6^ 3.75E-05 5.75E-05 53% 2.78E-05 2.88E-05 3.5%
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Table 13: Strain Rosette data: Calculated maximum shear stress and angle

Location Max shear stress (kPa) Angle (degree)

0 degree inboard, 241 kPa 4344.55 15.36

0 degree inboard, 117 kPa 2476.50 13.82

0 degree inboard, 0 kPa 1767.45 9.48

0 degree outboard, 241 kPa 6722.40 73.52

0 degree outboard, 117 kPa 4049.95 73.81

0 degree outboard, 0 kPa 1999.18 73.3

40 degree inboard, 241 kPa 4089.52 14.1

40 degree inboard, 117 kPa 1331.64 65.9

40 degree inboard, 0 kPa 1044.68 116.5

90 degree inboard, 241 kPa 3306.97 12.73

90 degree inboard, 117 kPa 1305.30 9.94

90 degree inboard, 0 kPa 82.59 125.7

90 degree outboard, 241 kPa 3532.15 78.2

90 degree outboard, 117 kPa 1193.40 78.39

90 degree outboard, 0 kPa 842.25 93.56
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Figure 69: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at inboard location :

241 kPa

Outside Surface: Inboard bead seat

(3113 N load)
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Figure 70: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at inboard location:

117 kPa

Outside Surface:Inboard bead seat
(3113 N load)
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Figure 71: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at inboard location:

0 kPa

Outside Surface:  Inboard bead seat
(3113 N load)
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Figure 72: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at midplane: 241

kPa

Outside Surface;  Midplane on rim
(3113 N load)
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Figure 73: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at midplane: 117

kPa

Outside Surface;  Midplane on rim
(3113 N load)
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Figure 74: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at midplane: 0 kPa

Outside Surface;  Midplane on rim
(3113 N load)
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Figure 75: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at outboard

location: 241 kPa

Outside Surface:  Outboard Location
(3113 N load)
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Figure 76: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at outboard

location:117 kPa

Outside Surface:  Outboard Location
(3113 N load)
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Figure 77: Experimental results as compared to finite element results at outboard

location: 0 kPa

Outside Surface:  Outboard Location
(3113 N load)
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Figure 78: Strain plots for inboard bead seats
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Figure 79: Influence of inflation pressure on experimental data: inboard bead seat
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CHAPTER VI

AIR SENSOR MODIFICATION

6.1 Material selection

Before designing the air sensor in the rim, a complete understanding of the state of

stress of the rim is necessary.  A linear finite element stress analysis can determine 1) the

location of highest stress concentrations and highest displacements, 2) Magnitudes of the

displacements and stresses, 3) The worst case criterion for stresses i.e. Von Mises, Tresca

or maximum principal stresses and 4) potential areas for redesign and potential failure

areas.  Finite element studies indicate that the stresses are low and that their magnitude is

below the endurance limit for the aluminum alloy in question, so that fatigue on a global

basis should not exist. The area that was of most concern was near the bead seats, the

well and the rim hump.  However, at the micro structural level, stress risers that are

occurring in these said areas may cause local plasticity in the zone directly around these

areas.  Repeated loading may cause slip bands to form early in the use of the rim and

initiate and propagate cracks.

The highest deflections in the rim under loading are relatively small in the bead

seat area confirming that the tire will not dislodge from the rim.  Currently, tire

manufacturers do not test the force required to dislodge the rim from the wheel.  The
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force however, is a function of the tire pressure, tire diameter and the point load location.

The Toyota Automotive Company requires this impact test for their new tires developed.

During impact, the load may be as high as three times the static loads as indicated by the

Society of Automotive Engineers.  The model was then rerun by tripling the current load

to see if significant deflections were a problem.  The highest deflection was found to be at

the zero degree location , (same as previous results) with a maximum value of 0.669 mm,

and the highest maximum principal stress was found to be 183 mPa.  The area of most

concern is the well, it undergoes high amounts of stress because it is absorbing the

bending stresses.  Closer observation of the rim geometry indicates that the inside surface

on the rim remains unsupported by the disk portion of the system.  In this case it is free to

flex about the well, and if the forces are high enough, the tire may dislodge from the bead

seat on the inside also, impact loading due to bumps at this point may cause permanent

deformation of the rim.

The next logical step in rim design is to determine how to reduce this deflection.

This is not an easy task, since in current designs, other automotive components occupy

this area, so that adding additional gussets or flanges to add support to the inside bead

seat is impractical.  We then choose to approach the design problem from a materials

perspective.  By choosing a higher strength wrought aluminum alloy such as 2024 - T4 or

6061-T6 a reduction of deflection may occur, but surely and increase in stress will result.

Aluminum alloy 6061 is the next most common material to be used in rim manufacture.

By choosing this higher strength alloy, some disadvantages become evident.  Loss of
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ductility always results, thus this type of alloy may be prone to greater crack propagation.

Since cracks cannot be avoided, attempt in design is to reduce the further growth of the

cracks.  Cast aluminum alloys are known to have voids and pores. In addition surface

preparation, machining and forging inherently creates small microscopic cracks in the

rim.  Since voids and pores cannot be eliminated, attempt to reduce the growth of cracks

is essential for the design of the rim.  Cast alloys have more voids and pores, so an

alternative alloy is wrought 2024, specified T4 hardness.  Alloy 2024 properties can be

found in Table 14.  It should be noted that the poissions ratio and yield strength as well as

Youngs modulus are slightly differ from the cast alloy A356 T6. A stress analysis using

this material shows a lower deflection, and higher state of stress, which is indicative of a

stronger material.  The stresses, however are relatively low.  Cast aluminum wheel

requirements are the same as the forged versions, radial fatigue is expected to reach

400,000 cycles, dynamic cornering fatigue of 18,000 cycles and must pass the 228 mm

drop test in impact. Additional testing of cast wheels was conducted by The Ford Motor

Company in a developmental program in order to evaluate the susceptibility of the wheels

to damage in high magnitude, roadside impact.  As mentioned, microstructure effects

were of most concern with ductility.  It was found that eutectic modification was

necessary to achieve the required ductility.  The failure most commonly encountered

when measuring the mechanical strength of an cast aluminum alloy, was the ductility.  In

the design of a cast aluminum wheel it was found that approximately 20% more wall

thickness is necessary as compared to the forged wheel.  This 20% increase, of course, is
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empirical and depends on the casting process itself.  Common design practice contributes

a 15% increase in wall thickness over forged wheels.  A minimum of 5 mm wall

thickness of the rim flange has proven to be practical for the larger passenger car wheels.

The cast wheel requires much less metal removal then its forged counterpart, thus

minimizing machining time.  Also the reduction in metal removal also facilitates better

tolerance control and increases tool life.  In its design, the roundness of the mounting

flange will alter the dynamic cornering fatigue life of the wheel.  If the pilot hole area is

slightly higher than the bolt circle, this will result in lowering the fatigue life by a factor

of four.  This degradation of performance is due to the rocking effect that is induced when

the pilot bore area serves as a pivot under testing conditions and due to the tensile stresses

induced in the bolt hole after torquing.
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Table 14: Wrought Aluminum Alloy 2024 properties

Nominal Chemical Composition Mechanical Properties in Tension

Silicon (Si) - 6.5 - 7.5% Youngs Modulus – 13.1 Gpa

Copper (Cu) - 0.10% Yield Strength - 32.4 Mpa

Magnesium (Mn) - 0.30 - 0.45% Poissons ratio - 0.397

Maganese (Mg) - 0.05% Ultimate strength – 46.8 Mpa

Zinc (Zn) - 0.05% max Hardness (BHN) - 75

Titanium (Ti) - 0.20% max Elongation 19% in 2 inch gauge length

Others each - 0.05%

Others Total - 0.15%

6.2 Opening geometry

Since the current state of stress have been validated, we can now introduce a hole

in the rim for a proposed pressure sensor.  The first step is to decide on a location.  A

standard valve hole with diameter of 8.6 mm was chosen, since it will be easy to obtain

standard components to seal the hole.  From a design aspect it will be placed at a potential

point of highest stress, and must also be a point acceptable for aesthetic reasons.  The

well area is a likely candidate to begin the analysis. In order to see the effect of a potential

stress concentration, the hole was placed tangent to the side surface at the direct point of
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highest loading.  Common sense would indicate that the stress would be much higher at

this area, but this was not the case when analyzing the results from the finite element

analysis.  Because of the very complex geometries the small air hole was not the major

stress concentration factor, it remained the sharp corners of the spoke openings that

continued to produce localized stresses.   In a practical sense, this was good, meaning that

additional openings are probably would not increase significantly amount of stress and

strain.

With this in mind, a 9.5 mm diameter hole was introduced in the rim area on the

flat located midway.  The idea was to form an opening window in which a clear plastic

lenses could be fitted to retain air pressure and yet allow radio frequencies to pass through

the rim.  The analysis was again rerun at 241 kPa inflation pressure and the results can be

seen in Figure 82. In this case, the round hole stresses increased from 14.1 mPa to 15.5

mPa which represents a 9.9% increase in Von Mises stress.  Note this is a local

phenomenon.  Globally, the displacement in the rim increases due to the removal of the

material.  Now the rim is allowed to deform so that the corresponding stress state

decreases.  This is evident in the graphs of the square opening as seen in Figures 80 and

81.  Figure 80 depicts the effect of the square hole opening on the displacement. At the 0�

circumferential angle, the effect of the hole actually reduces displacement at the inboard

bead seat at the point of loading, but becomes negligible as the circumferential angle

increases.  It is evident that the hole effect is stiffening the rim.  Figure 81 shows the
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affect of the square opening on the Von Mises stress. At angle less than 90� the rim

stresses are reduced  at the bead seat location.

Now the hole geometry was changed to a square 19 mm hole with all other model

parameters remaining the same.  This produced a larger stress concentration than the

previous round hole.  Graphical results indicated that the most critical location of highest

displacement occurs at the inboard bead seat.  Wide variation in stress and displacement

can be observed, with a 25% increase in displacement and stress can be attributed to the

square hole geometry, not to mention sharp corners which may cause local plasticity in

the wheel.

Overall, the effect of the square opening and round opening chosen, did not

adversely effect the overall stresses in the wheel.  The greatest concern would be to make

the rim air tight with these opening modifications.  As seen from the displacement and

stress graphs, the stress fluctuates circumferentially around the rim due to the effects of

the spokes.  The rim near the spoke locations yields the smallest displacement, thus if a

hole is to introduced it should be inline with one of these spokes.
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Figure 80: Effect of 19 mm square hole opening on FE model displacement
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Figure 81: Effect of 19 mm square hole opening on Von Mises Stress
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Figure 82: Influence on Opening Geometry on the Von Mises stress
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CHAPTER VII

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS: NONLINEAR EFFECTS

7.1 Non linear finite element effects

The ¼ model shown in Figure 6 was used to verify pressure loading in the

nonlinear regime.  The ¼ non linear model was analyzed using ALGOR'S Accupak

nonlinear extender using a standard non linear continuum element.  Again the ¼ model

was chosen for CPU time.  Results indicate that the greatest strain values from a linear

static stress analysis are in the magnitudes of 0.000362 mm/mm.  In the simple case of

the Green - Lagrange strain tensor, both linear (Hookean) and non linear terms take the

following form

� � � �j,li,li,jj,iij UU
2

1
UU

2

1
L ��� (7.1)
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for the unaxial case.  If the linear strains are on the order of 0.000362 mm/mm then the

nonlinear portion would only contribute to the square of the strain 1.310e-7 mm/mm

which is negligible.  It can be safely assumed that nonlinear finite element analysis is not

required.

7.2 Non linear loading

To validate the cosine relationship of the radial load taken in the form of the

above equations, other cosine functions were compared to see if large variations in results

could be obtained.  A non linear cosine condition may exist or a different combination of

cosine functions.  The actual relationship for bead seat / rim bead seat pressure interface

is a complicated problem and is beyond the scope of work for this project and is assumed

to be a simple cosine relationship. The cosine functions, Cos(2x), Cos(x) and Cos
2
(x) are

graphed in Figure 89.  Intuitively, the cos(x) function should predict the actual loading.

The Von Mises stress results for the various loadings are shown in Figure 85.  Note the

non linear cosine term closely tracks the cosine term, whereas the cos(2x) term has an

apparent phase shift in the stress data and peaks at 0� point.  The corresponding

displacement data can be seen in Figure 86.  In both cases 3113 kN at 241 kPa inflation

pressure was analyzed and the data reflects the stress and displacement at the inboard

bead seat, which is a point of highest stress and deflection in the rim.
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Figures 87 and 88 depicts variations in displacement and stress when the angle of

loading is changed.  In all cases the cos(x) relationship is valid.  In these figures, the

inboard bead seat was targeted for the analysis.  The 40 degree loading function produced

the highest stress and displacement results.  The 30 degree and 20 degree respectfully

yielded lower stresses.

Another attempt was made to validate the cosine function.  In this attempt, the

contact stress distribution and stress field in the wheel can be described for the 2 -

dimensional (plane strain) Hertzian contact problem (Hertz, 1882).  The elastic contact

pressure, distribution for a frictionless rolling surface (see Figure 83) is:

o2

2

P*
s

x
1)x(p �

�

�
�
�

�
�� (7.4)

In the region -s<x<+s, where x is the distance from the center of contact, P0 is the contact

pressure and s is half the contact width. With Rb = 202 mm, b = 19.8 mm and w = 10.45

kN. Using equation 7.4, P0=1.87 N/mm
2
.

Figure 83: Contact load schematic
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The function, P0 in Equation 7.4 is plotted from 0 to 132 mm is shown in comparison to

the cosine relation shown in the Figure 84 below.  Interpretation of this plot indicates a

shift in contact load versus cosine loading occurs, of approximately 5�, meaning for a

given load in the cosine function, the corresponding load for the contact method would be

5� greater in circumferential angle.  In other words, the pressure loading greater at higher

circumferential angles.  Results of this shift in loading pressure can be seen in Figure 84.

Figure 88 shows the effect of the loading angle on the Von Mises stress, and Figure 89

shows the general shape of the cosine functions. When comparing the Hertzian function

to the cosine function, the curves vary somewhat to each other, but overall effect on the

Von Mises stress distribution is negligible as shown in Figure 90.
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Figure 84: Hertzian loading as compared cosine loading
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Figure 85: Influence of cosine function types on Von Mises Stress
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Figure 86: Influence of cosine function types on displacement
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Figure 87: Influence of loading angle variation on displacement
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Figure 88: Influence of loading angle variation on Von Mises Stress
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Figure 89: Cosine Function used in radial load analysis
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Figure 90: Hertzian Function and Cosine function results
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7.2.1 Tire / rim interface investigations

Few tire / rim interface pressure studies exist in published literature.  Sherwood

[43] compares experimental data for aircraft rim studies as shown in Figure 91.  The plot

of the results of the study versus the cosine function in question is shown, in order to

validate the cosine function.  As shown in Figure 91, a good correlation exists, with the

cosine function being conservative in nature as compared to the experimental data.
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Figure 91: Experimental Data as compared to Analytical Data
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element analysis pressure loading matches closely to the experimental measurements

taken by Sherwood [43] in the figure above.

The two applications validate the cosine function with 30-40� being optimum

angle to accurately model the tire rim interface.  This, unfortunately, may not be the case

for the run flat tire due to its strong sidewall configuration and larger bead area.  In the

experimental data above, the 40� cosine angle yielded good results when compared to the

experimental data measured.  With the run flat tires stronger sidewall, the load should be

transmitted over a larger angle, and indeed, the 90� eye bar function proved to best model

the run flat tire.

Figure 93 represents another tire to rim contact pressure distribution finite element

model for a large 56" earthmover tire.  This data is shown for comparison purposes only,

as these large off road tires are vastly different in construction as compared to passenger

tires.  Rim design is also different, although the general design of the tire rim interface is

about the same.
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Figure 92: Predicted tire/rim interface pressure model as compared to the cosine function
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Figure 93: Earthmover bead pressure as compared to the cosine function
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CHAPTER VIII

ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

8.1 Background

Customer demand for aluminum wheels is growing rapidly, and will continue to

force wheel manufactures to adequately protect the aluminum from visual and mechanical

degradation.  The protective coatings must be able to withstand the harshest of

environmental conditions for any automotive wheel.

An overview was presented of the types of coatings, environmental variables,

processing techniques will be elucidated. Observations on an inventory of rims and

design variables that effect the ability of coatings to protect aluminum wheels will be

explained.  A summary will be also presented on the laboratory test procedures that can

be used to simulate the wheel environments.

Since 1976 machined bright exterior surfaces that are seen on rims, have been

coated with chromium based conversion treatment [41] and painted with a clearcoat of

polyester or acrylic to preserve appearance.  The Ford Motor Company specification for

the rim under consideration has such a coating.  According to [41], these wheels can

exhibit filiform corrosion between the aluminum surface and the clear coat.  The

corrosion forms filament like geometry and attack the grain boundaries.  Corrosion results
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in oxidation of the aluminum alloy (anode) in the presence of water and oxygen at the

grain boundaries which intrudes though the clear coat and the conversion coat into the

aluminum.  Current specifications require less than 1.6 mm filiform corrosion from a

scratch after 400 hours under accelerated corrosion testing.

Corrosion testing for aluminum rims combines ultra violet weathering (400 hours)

with four water spray cycles every 23 hours.  After ultra violet exposure, the surface is

scratched through the surface layers into the aluminum metal with a carbide scribe,

followed by exposure to Hydrochloric vapor for one hour.  The test piece is kept in a 100�

F (37� C) and 80% humidity controlled chamber and the corrosion rate is measured every

24 hours.  All of these tests fail to relate the state of degradation of the aluminum to the

increase in stress.

The first approach in the determination relating stress state to corrosion was to

evaluate which type of corrosion would be effected in terms of stress concentrations and

degradation of the rim.  The corrosion rate (loss of weight and depth of penetration) of

aluminum alloy is rapid under most soil conditions to which it is exposed.  Pitting

corrosion rates for aluminum [41] can be applied over time to determine an amount of

material that was removed and the depth and frequency of the pits.  A typical reliability or

life of a rim was determined from reference [28].  The wheels life is expected to be

500,000 kilometers.
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8.2 Coatings for corrosion protection of aluminum wheels

Due to the severe environment to which wheels are subjected, the necessity to

protect the cast aluminum wheel's appearance is very critical.  Working with paint

suppliers, wheel suppliers and aluminum suppliers, the Ford motor company has

developed treatment techniques and coatings to withstand the abusive environment to

which the wheel is subjected.  However, because of the nature of the wheel environment,

which includes moisture and road salt, stone chipping, brake heat, brake dust, sun

exposure and temperature extremes and of the most recent concern [45] Automatic car

washing equipment is also a corrosion concern.  The development of durable and long

lasting coatings remains an ongoing task and continues to challenge the automotive

industry.  Another problem with aluminum wheels is maintaining proper bead seat seals

on the tire / rim interface due to rubbing and possibly pitting of the aluminum alloy bead

seat.  With these factors in mind, coatings for corrosion protection for aluminum wheels

needed to be addressed.

Uncoated aluminum alloy wheel surfaces corrode when exposed to certain

environmental conditions, such as salt and grit from roads in winter seasons.  These

corrosion products are oxidation and are usually white, gray or black in color and may

seriously degrade the surface of the rim.  Therefore in order to maintain good surface

appearance, proper tire sealing and lessen the effect of failure due to environmental

degradation, paint films are used as protective barriers from the corrosive environments.

There are numerous options for painting cast aluminum wheels depending on the feature
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of the particular wheel.  Some aluminum wheels, used for temporary service spare wheels

only, may have no coating at all or a primer coat only.  This is because spare wheels are

normally stored in a protected compartment in the vehicle and are rarely exposed to the

road environment.  However, most aluminum wheels used on the road are typically

finished in one of three different ways:

1. Bright machined surfaces with unpainted as cast areas and clear top coat finish, as in

the rim used for this research,

2. Bright machined surfaces as cast or machined highlights painted in a accent color and

a clear top coat finish, and

3. All as cast and machined surfaces fully color painted (typically silver or argent).  These

wheels are finished by one of four methods: 1) Single color coat, 2) Primer and color top

coat,  3) Single color coat and clear top coat and 4) Primer, color coat and clear top coat.

Although corrosion from road salt is a significant environmental parameter that

effects the wheel appearance and ultimately its strength, many other conditions are

present which equally impact the wheels surface appearance.  These include some of the

following:

1. High humidity environments such as those found in the central and southern states,

2. High humidity and salt air environments as found along coastal areas,

3. Extreme ultraviolet exposure as found in the southern and western states,

4. Road debris, stone impingement or owner induced curb impacts during vehicle usage,
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5.    Severe temperature changes e.g. entering a car wash using steam or hot water during a

winter day, and

6. Car wash guide rails or abrasive car wash brushes that are intended to scrub the white

side wall, but also scrub the surface of the rim,

7. Hot brake dust particles from front disk brake linings which burn themselves into the

wheel coating, and

8. Owner or car wash applied solvents, abrasives or cleaners.

8.3 Observations of the variables affecting wheel corrosion

Although painting aids in corrosion resistance in wheels, many factors in the paint

process itself contribute to the performance of the paint system.  These include the type of

paint (liquid spray coat or electro static powder coat), the pretreatment of the wheel prior

to painting, the thickness of the paint application, and the intercoat adhesion and

compatibility of the paint to the wheel surface or the paint accent areas.  Also a factor in

the design of the wheel and its surface geometry which may adversely effect the paint

performance.  The importance of these variables to wheel corrosion will be outlined

below.

Two types of paints, liquid paints and powder paints, are commonly effect

corrosion of the wheels.  The powder paints provide the highest one-step film build and

thus, are more corrosion and wear resistant.  Powder paints are 100% solids coatings

applied as a dry powder mix of resin and pigment and subsequently formed into a film
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with heat.  Liquid paints provide the best color flexibility and are easy to apply.  The

surface must be clean and free from grease.  Highly polished areas should be etched with

a chromic acid or phosphoric acid.  Zinc yellow primers give the best resistance against

corrosion.

Any aluminum surface requires a pretreatment before painting to remove highly

stable aluminum oxide layer, and thus enhance the paint adhesion. For wheels with bright

surfaces, the pre - treatment must be water clear to maintain the appealing characteristics.

In addition to paints and coatings, anodic films form the basis for corrosion resistance of

the aluminum alloy.  Thinner chromic acid anodizing is preferred where fatigue strength

is the life limiting factor, whereas sulfuric acid anodizing coating is more corrosion

resistant and has an additional measure of wear resistance.  This additional wear

resistance is important in that the tire and mating rim can wear away anodic films.  If the

rim is to receive an anodic coating, the electrical contact points are specified to be located

in non critical fatigue areas such as the disk portion of the rim, or in areas that can tolerate

a potential arc burn.  The anodic film produces a coating thickness of about 0.001 mm,

which is adequate for corrosion protection without a significant reduction in fatigue

strength.  It has also been suggested that anodizing reduced the presence of filoform

corrosion.
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8.4 Corrosion testing of aluminum rims

Numerous laboratory tests are used to evaluate painted wheels and thus, to reduce

the dependence on slow and expensive vehicle testing.  The most common of the tests

include salt spray, humidity, chip resistance and thermal cycling.  Less common tests

found include ultraviolet exposure and car wash abrasion.  Some of the laboratory

corrosion testing procedures are briefly described in this section. Before salt spraying, the

paint on the wheel is scribed with a single line 1mm thick that is made deep enough to

expose the base metal.  The wheel is soaked for a given number of hours in a 5% salt

mist, at 92 -97�f according to ASTM B 117-73 standard.  The extent of the creep back

corrosion along the scribe is determined by subjecting the scribe line to an air blast; other

forms of coating degradation such as blistering are also evaluated.

Salt spray tests for anodic coated rims is somewhat different.  Corrosion resistance

of the coatings is measured by exposing test panels, which have been anodized with

production rims, in a salt spray cabinet.  The panels are inclined at 6� and subjected to a

spray containing 5% sodium chloride for 336 hours.  Anodic coatings should not exhibit

more than five isolated pits of 0.79 mm in diameter.

In the humidity testing, similar to the salt spray tests, the painted surface is scribed

down to the base metal, but in this test a non standard cross 'X' pattern is made.  The

wheel is then exposed to 100�f (37�C), 100% relative humidity atmosphere for 96 hours

according to ASTM D2247 standard.  The paint adhesion is measured by the tape

adhesion test (ASTM D3359) at the scribed areas within ten minutes after the rim is
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removed from the chamber.  Limits for adhesion and other surface defects can be

established.  There are times when a water immersion test for two hours can be used for

quick results.  In a few hours, this test can sometimes highlight adhesion problems that

would take several days to show in the humidity test.

For the chip resistance test, the wheel is soaked in a freezer at 0�f (-17� C) for at

least four hours before the test.  The wheel is then impinged by standard sized rocks

under a 70 psi (482 kPa) air blast.  The damaged surfaces are compared to standard

pictures to determine a rating of 1 to 10, 10 being no damage (refer to SAE J400

standard).

Anodic coatings are also subjected to abrasion tests using a Traber abrader [51].

Abrasion resistance is determined by calculating weight loss after subjecting the coating

to 10,000 cycles under a 1000 gram load.  Weight loss should meet the customer's

specifications.

In the thermal shock test, the wheel is first subjected to a three hour hot soak at

100�f (37� C), followed immediately by a three hour freeze soak at -20�f (-28� C).  After

removal from the freeze soak, the wheel is cross scribed and subjected to a high pressure

steam blast for 60 seconds.  Besides paint adhesion at the scribe, other defects such as

blisters are sometimes observed in this test.  Although in this test, the wheel will not have

any thermal stress (no degrees of freedom are constrained during the test), it may see

thermal stress in a typical car wash on a winter day.  Assuming a typical winter day at

20�f and the car being spayed by 110�f water, severe thermal stress may result.
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Although ultraviolet exposure can be performed in a laboratory, normal procedure

is to expose painted wheels to Florida sun for a 12 month period and then evaluate the

extent of degradation.

A laboratory test fixture is now available to abrade painted wheels with car wash

brushes.  Car wash brushes are made with nylon, polypropylene or silicone carbide

impregnated with polypropylene filaments.  Each brush type subjects the coatings to

different wear rates, due to the differences in the abrasive nature of the filaments.  Wear

is evaluated on the thickness change in the coatings.

8.5 Observations of wheel inventories

Aluminum pits from corrosion, and theoretically as pitting takes place the material

strengthens and gets harder.  To date, researchers have tried to account for the effects of

corrosion by assuming something is happening to the material or due to the geometry

changes, which results form local pitting in the material. Reference [41] published data

on aluminum alloy 6061 pitting in salt water.  After 16 years' exposure the total loss was

67 grams/m
2
, and the corresponding observed deepest pits were 0.84 and 2.0 mm (0.033

and 0.079 in), respectively for small size test panels.  Similar experiments in freshwater

contaminated in heavy metals were performed, the corresponding weight loss for 16 years

were higher , 347 and 106 g/m
2
 and the deepest pits measured 2.8 mm (0.11 in) each.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company test garage was used to observe rims

subjected to various environmental conditions.  In this study 70 to 80 rims were
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investigated, with rim oxidation was observed on a limited few.  The test garage

contained thousands of rims in various sizes, design and materials made of aluminum

alloy or carbon steel in stamped form.   Sizes ranging from 6" to 16" were most common.

Several 16" aluminum and steel rims were gathered, with most of these rims exposed to

various environmental and mechanical loads.  Tire testing using these rims included high

temperature indoor tire testing, outdoor endurance testing, road testing and overload

testing.  All of the 80 rims were assembled in a single room with inspections in the

current condition.  No attempt to clean the rims was made.  Visual inspection included

the disk and the rim portions of the wheel.   Area's in which corrosion was observed were

primarily limited to the disk area near the tire bead and the bolt circle.  All rims remained

structurally sound.  The slight oxide coating may be attributed to two factors: (1) A

galvanic cell created between the wheel studs and the aluminum rim and (2) the galvanic

cell created from the contact of the lead balance weight and the aluminum alloy rim.

Aside from the above associated problems, the design and operation of the wheel

assembly can cause breakdowns in the normally protective anodic films.  This breakdown

is caused by contact of the mating surface parts that wear away paint and anodic film and

establish galvanic cells, which can lead to intergranular corrosion.

Other noteworthy observations included a form of damage to the rim flanges due

to impact loading.  Some of the aluminum rims seems to have some kind of damage in

one form or another, as compared to most of the steel wheels which had considerably less

impact damage.
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It was also noted that smaller rims are less likely to see physical damage when

compared to larger rims, due to the loading conditions.
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CHAPTER VIV

CONCLUSIONS

9.0 Scope and unique contributions

Following the described objective, the state of stress and mechanical response of

aluminum automobile rims has been established, and the effects of inflation pressure are

now well understood, in addition to the imposed radial load.  Analysis of opening

geometry and the effects on the state of stress in the wheel is now well defined.

Provided within are the observations of the effects of environmental degradation

on rims has been documented, in addition to the established corrosion testing procedures

which provided the reader a well rounded background on the subject.

The extensive literature search revealed the need to further investigate the effect

of inflation pressure on the state of stress in the rim, and to provide a finite element

analysis using the more accurate brick element rather than the shell or plate element as in

past publications.  Below provides a summary on each unique objective stated.

Experimental results were compared to finite element results, and to the published

literature.  The contribution of this research was not to bench mark finite element stress

analysis of the rim, this has been done by others in the references cited.  The main

contribution is 1) the experimental results and the modifications and identification of the
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proper methods for applying the radial load, 2) comparisons of uniquely identified rim

geometry's and the effects of inflation pressure on the state of stress,  3) applying

polynomial and Fourier series interpolations to actual tire rim nonlinear finite element

model output data, and using the polynomials as input loading for the finite element

model, 4) Observations and documentation of environmental degradation in a large rim

inventory of a local test center and, 5) Determining the effect of drilling a hole in the rim,

and its effect on the state of stress at critical locations.

The two methods used in this study are the standard cosine method cited by other

researches, the eye-bar method and a Fourier series function.  Each method was modified

to best fit the experimental data.  The 20� and the 40� cosine function, the nonlinear

cosine function (cos
2
x) and finally the 90� eye-bar functions were all tested in this work.

These methods were also compared to the published literature as well.

Effect of symmetry, modeling methods and loading parameters all played

important roles in obtaining correct and accurate results.

9.1 Experimental stress analysis

Experimental stress analysis can be as much as an art as it is a science.  Accuracy

of strain readings strongly depends on mounting, instrumentation and human error.

Overall, strain gauge readings verified the validity of the finite element model.  Locations

and placement of the gauges were limited to the outside of the rim.  The rim portion was

targeted as the optimum location as it is critical in the geometry of the wheel.  The disk
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portion was ignored as the strains in these areas are not as critical and are of magnitudes

less than the rim area chosen.  Machine accuracy, temperature and tire inflation pressure

all affected the analog readings.  Several readings were made repeatedly, and results

differ each time by a small amount.  At best the experiments can point out trends in the

strain data, when compared to the analytical finite element data.

9.2 Stress analysis

The load imparted from the tire due to the bead seat of the rim under loading of

the automobile is not quite understood.  Several attempted to determine the effect of

inflation pressure superimposing pressure on the entire circumference of the bead seat

were presented, but are highly dependant on tire construction.

True modeling of the rim under radial loading for actual loading of the car weight

transferred to the rim is a highly nonlinear contact problem, that has to be thoroughly

understood.  Researchers studying the effect of car weight on the rim simplify the loading

by using a cosine function which can be traced back to contact stress problems derived

from Hertz in 1882 [42] and from eye bar link interface forces.  Stresses were found to be

moderately low for all inflation pressures, and the effect of the air pressure is evident in

the graphs.  Actual displacement in the tire wheel system would be absorbed by the tire,

so that radial load analysis on a wheel without the tire is a conservative design.

Resulting stresses for an associated load due to radial load on a automobile, in

conjunction with the inflation pressure are relatively low.  Critical areas in rim design
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have been identified as the bead seats, the well, and the hump.  All of these areas insure

the rim remains in contact with the tire.  Critical areas identified in the disk, include the

disk hat and the bolt circle location.  The Von Mises stresses calculated in the disk are

much lower than the Von Mises stresses calculated in the rim.  Of all the critical areas in

the wheel, the inboard bead seat was identified as the highest stressed area in the wheel.

The stresses at the inboard bead seat remain below the endurance limit of the aluminum,

noting that aluminum does not have a well defined endurance limit for A356, but the

stresses are low enough that the rim should never fail.

Von Mises, principal stresses and displacement were reported for the critical areas

on the wheel.  The influence of inflation pressure does effect the state of stress and

displacement in the rim.  In most cases the higher the inflation pressure the higher the

resulting state of stress.  But in some instances in certain locations, a reduced inflation

pressure will cause more displacement and ultimately stress.  The table below

summarizes the results.
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Table 15: Stress Summary table

Area 0� Angular Location 90� angular location

VM PRIN Deflect. VM PRIN Deflect
Hump 241 kPa 0 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 0 kPa 0 kPa

Inboard Seat 0 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 0 kPa

Well 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 0 kPa

Outboard 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 0 kPa

Disk hat 241 kPa 241 kPa 241 kPa 0 kPa 241 kPa 0 kPa

Outer pad 241 kPa 0 kPa 241 kPa 0 kPa 0 kPa 0 kPa

As indicated in Table 15 , the dominate inflation pressure effect can occur at various

critical locations.  The table entries indicate which inflation pressure results in the highest

stress (VM = Von Mises, PRIN = Principal Stress) and displacement (Deflect.) for a

given critical location and angle on the wheel.  At the 0� angular location, the 241 kPa

inflation pressure greatly influences the deflection in all critical areas when compared to

the other inflation pressures.  At 90� location the opposite is true, and the 0 kPa inflation

pressure has more influence on the deflection.  Von Mises stresses in all locations is

dominated by the 241 kPa inflation pressure, except at the inboard bead seat at 0� and at

the disk hat at 90�. In summary, the Von Mises at 241 kPa effect the rim area more than

the disk area in the wheel.  Principal stress seems more predictable on both locations, at

0� and at 90�. At the hump, at 0 kPa inflation pressure, the principal stresses are greatest,

as in the same case as the disk hat.

In general, the inflation pressure tends to keep the rim from ovalization.  Stresses

in the rim are low for the given loading, and could be said to be below the endurance
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limit of the material.  Generally, the principal stresses tend to lower the Von Mises stress,

indicating that shearing effects are present in the wheel.

Nonlinear loading has been investigated, and found that the radial load described

in the published literature is the most conservative load as when compared to the Hertzian

loading or when compared to other forms of a cosine function.  These other forms either

resulted in lower overall stresses in the model or its shape of the loading function doesn’t

accurately reflect the state of loading on the rim. The cosine function best predicted the

experimental and finite element studies to determine tire rim interface pressures.

9.3 Opening geometry

Modifications to the wheel to incorporate openings were justified.  The effect of a

round and square hole opening has produced some interesting results, with respect to the

angular location about the rim.  The resulting stress on the rim was actually predicted

lower than the rim without the hole.  Overall, introducing a hole in the wheel should not

increase the stress drastically enough to cause fatigue failure or static failure due to

yielding.  The square hole opening yielded about a 10% higher stress concentration than

the round hole when located in the same position on the rim.  In general, providing an

opening in the wheel should not present a danger from fatigue but is dependent on the

size of the hole in question.
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9.4 Environmental degradation

The effect of salt resulting in pitting of the bead seat was the rim's worst

environmental effect.  Published literature indicates a number of failures in automobile

and aircraft tires from stress cracking resulted from salt pitting the aluminum or the

pneumatic tire lost inflation due to leaking.  The purpose was to provide the reader

background information only in the form of an exhaustive literature search on the subject

and to provide the reader information of how wheels are coated and or painted and

problems that may be encountered resulting from environmental effect on these coatings.

Finally, some background information on how wheels are tested for various

environmental conditions is presented.

9.5 Design related issues resulting from analysis

From the experimental and finite element results, it can be concluded that under radial

load with appropriate acceleration factor, the aluminum rim stresses are concentrated in

the bead seat areas, the well and the safety hump.  These stresses, fortunately are below

the endurance limit stresses for the aluminum alloy, and thus redesign of the wheel for the

purpose of increased safety in case of sudden air loss is feasible.

The purpose of the bead seats is to retain the tire under the reaction of the inflation

pressure.  The well is designed in the rim to aid in mounting of the tire to the rim.  The

American safety hump maintains tire contact with the rim during a cornering maneuver,

where the bead would tend to drift to the interior potion of the rim.
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This research focuses its efforts on the run flat tire, in which analysis of the problem

reveals some major concerns relating directly to rim design and rim manufacture:

1. Maintain the tire on the wheel in a un-inflated condition

2. Design the rim and the tire such that driving in the flat condition is possible for up

to 80 kilometers

3. Inconsistent rim tolerancing among the Tire and Rim Associations Standards

results in a tire that's too tight on the rim, or a tire that tends to be easily

dislodged.  Bead seat diameters are free to vary as much as 0.38 mm.

4. Recommended standards imposed by the Tire and Rim Association are not strictly

enforced, and wheel manufactures set their own standards.

The run flat tire has very stiff side walls, and a highly reinforced bead area making it

difficult to mount the tire to a rim.  And to make matters worse as the size of the tire

decreases mounting become more difficult.  The logical design is the split rim, a rims that

was two parts that would separate at the well area. An O-ring seat would be required to

maintain air pressure.  In addition a positive lock would insure wheel symmetry at the

bead seats.

The hump could be made larger or geometry could be modified with undue stress

changes. A double safety hump proposed by Kind [39] seems feasible.  The above

solution perfectly fulfills the requirement of maintaining the tire on the rim, but none to

this date have had commercial success.  A newly designed rim based on this research

must be able to fit all existing tires, in addition to run flat models
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9.6 Future research recommendations

Due to the investigation in the area of stress in automobile rim through literature

surveys, analytical work, experimental work and correspondence with engineers at The

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, some recommendations for future work are:

1. Effect of material in the mechanical response on the tire needs to be established.

Currently rims are manufactured from aluminum alloy A356 and steel.  A parametric

study should be investigated of various rim materials,

2. It is evident that no one has yet accurately described the loading function on the rim.

This attempt is only the beginning.  Further experimental investigations need to take

place.

3. Dynamic effect of the rim loading including needed to be further investigated and

studied.
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APPENDIX A

STRAIN GAGE PLACEMENT

Figure 94: Strain gauge location: point of load
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Figure 95: Strain gauge location 90 degree

Figure 96: Strain gauge location 180 degree
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Figure 97: Test setup front view

Figure 98: Test setup side view
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Figure 99: Testing instrumentation

Figure 100:Testing at 3113 N, 0 kPa inflation pressure
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APPENDIX B

MATERIALS
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Figure 101: Aluminum alloy A356 stress strain diagram
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Figure 102: Deflection curve for Tire and Wheel Assembly
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APPENDIX C

VON MISES STRESS FRINGE PLOTS
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Figure 103: Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 0 kPa: Back view

Figure 104: Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 0 kPa: Front view
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Figure 105 Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 0 kPa: Isometric view

Figure 106 Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 117 kPa: Back view
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Figure 107 Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 117 kPa: Front view

Figure 108 Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 117 kPa: Isometric view
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Figure 109 Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 241 kPa: Back view

Figure 110 Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 241 kPa: Front view
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Figure 111 Von Mises contour plot, 10.45 kN at 241 kPa: Isometric view


